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The Society for Experiential Graphic Design (SEGD) is a multidisciplinary community collectively shaping the future of experience design. We are designers of experiences connecting people to place.

We are a thought leader and an amplifier in the practice of experience design. Our work puts people at the center. We are motivated by our impact and our belief in the power of design to improve the human experience in the environments we create. We cultivate equity and inclusion because we value diversity in many forms, advocating for representation of all voices and equitable access to our profession. Learning is at the heart of our mission; we promote mentorship, knowledge-sharing, and continuing education. We build relationships, encourage strategic collaboration, and value a multidisciplinary, cooperative, and user-centric-design process. We encourage sustainability, conservation, and preservation of resources to ensure a healthy future for our planet and its people. Our work is defined by professionalism, and we foster skill, judiciousness, and a code of ethics. Above all, we are propelled by the pursuit of excellence, challenging ourselves to make meaningful and inspiring work.

We live all of these values through the work of our committees, who support SEGD initiatives in education, inclusion, sustainability, and accessibility.

For over fifty years, SEGD has been the go-to resource for wayfinding, placemaking, and experience design. SEGD’s education conferences, events, and webinars span our practice areas including: branded environments, digital experiences, exhibition, placemaking, public installation, strategy / research / planning, and wayfinding.

SEGD actively collaborates with and provides outreach to design programs at internationally recognized colleges and universities. Our signature academic education event is the annual SEGD Academic Summit, a two-day virtual event. Design educators and researchers from around the world are invited to submit papers for presentation at the SEGD Academic Summit and publication in SEGD’s blind peer-reviewed Communication + Place journal, which is published electronically on an annual basis. The Summit and e-publication are platforms for academic researchers to disseminate their creative work, models for innovation in curriculum, and best practices for research related to experiential design.
On behalf of SEGD ‘Designers of Experiences - Connecting People to Place,’ and the Academic Task Force, we would like to thank the selected authors for sharing their innovative research to be published in the 2023 Communication + Place academic journal. Your contributions to SEGD and the global academic design community is critical to forging a pathway forward for diversity in design education and professional practice.

The SEGD Academic Task Force is a diverse team of US-based and international design faculty, researchers, and practitioners that collectively share research and resources to advance global academic design education and professional practice.

Each year the Academic Task Force commits to multiple initiatives designed to promote knowledge and awareness of experiential graphic design with a strategic focus on the advancement of design education, research, and publication; diversity, equity, accessibility, and inclusion (DEAI) education and best practices; and student outreach.

The annual SEGD Academic Summit, a signature event produced by the Academic Task Force, has become a forum for global design academics, researchers, and students to share their research, innovative curriculum, and projects. This event is also great for industry members to reconnect with new ideas emerging from researchers today. The Academic Task Force sends out a Call for Papers and conducts a blind peer review of abstracts submitted from across the globe. The selected authors are then invited to present at the Summit and publish full papers in Communication + Place to highlight research and insights for professional development and education in the field of experiential graphic design.

If you are interested in learning more about the work of the SEGD Academic Task Force, please contact Joell Angel-Chumbley, SEGD Academic Task Force Chair, at academic@segd.org.

Joell Angel-Chumbley
SEGD Academic Task Force Chair

“The annual SEGD Academic Summit . . . has become a forum for global design academics, researchers, and students to share their research, innovative curriculum, and projects.”
As the Society for Experiential Graphic Design (SEGD) celebrates its 50th anniversary, we reflect on our enduring commitment to education and empowerment. We are more than an association; we are a beacon guiding emerging professionals, students, and the broader design community.

SEGD today represents a vibrant, multidisciplinary collective shaping the future of experience design. Our members, spanning graphic and exhibition designers, fabricators, architects, media developers, and creative technologists, to students and educators, all share a singular vision: to harness design as a force for positive impact on people, spaces, and culture.

Our golden anniversary marks not just a milestone but a reaffirmation of our purpose. We are dedicated to fostering professional growth, inspiration, and connection. Our focus on inclusivity and collaboration ensures that as we evolve, we elevate the standards of practice in our diverse fields.

“Marking 50 years at SEGD, we celebrate our steadfast dedication to educating and inspiring experiential graphic designers.”

“Our 50-year journey at SEGD has been marked by an unwavering dedication to education in the realm of experiential graphic design. This golden anniversary celebrates our enduring commitment to nurturing and inspiring generations of designers, shaping a future where design transcends mere aesthetics to profoundly impact people, spaces, and culture.”

Cybelle Jones
Chief Executive Officer, SEGD
AR in the Graphic Design Classroom
Enhancing Student Learning through Augmented Reality

Tamara McLean
MFA/Graduate Student, Graphic Design Program, Art Department, University of Wisconsin–Madison

Abstract
This paper explores the integration of augmented reality (AR) into higher education art programs, specifically within the curriculum of graphic design. It proposes a four-week hybrid summer course as an example of introducing AR to undergraduate students studying graphic design.

The field of graphic design is currently undergoing significant changes due to the rise of artificial intelligence (AI), causing many students to perceive limited career advancement opportunities compared to other fields, such as business marketing, communications, and computer science.

However, the introduction of AI in graphic design offers numerous benefits, as AI-powered design tools can streamline labor-intensive tasks and enhance creativity. Developing literacy in AI and AR is crucial for future graphic design professionals, who must possess a diverse skill set including proficiency in AI design tools, understanding of designing for AR experiences, and the ability to collaborate with AI systems. Adapting to these emerging technologies unlocks new creative possibilities and facilitates the delivery of immersive and engaging experiences in graphic design.

The pioneering digital design work of April Greiman in 1984 and Jessica Helfand’s 2001 essay “Dematerialism of Screen Space” are recognized as efforts that embraced emerging technology and transformed the traditional graphic design process.

In the year 2023, augmented reality represents a new frontier for graphic design, with continuously evolving tools and delivery systems. Despite these changes, graphic design remains a visual communication medium, whether in printed posters or AR experiences. Evolving graphic design curricula enable students to become thought leaders in their chosen organizations after graduation.

Introduction
In the digital landscape of today, augmented reality (AR) has emerged as a transformative technology with vast potential across various industries, including graphic design. With the recent launch of Apple’s Vision Pro in June 2023, the field of graphic design continues to evolve, necessitating the acquisition of AR design skills by higher education undergraduate students studying graphic design. This paper delves into the significance of incorporating AR into graphic design education and provides relevant sources to support the discussion.

Augmented reality opens up new avenues for creativity and innovation in graphic design. By seamlessly integrating virtual elements into the real world, designers can create immersive and interactive user experiences. Incorporating AR into graphic design education nurtures students’ ability to think beyond the confines of static visuals, encouraging exploration of dynamic and engaging design solutions (Jabal, 2020).

Proficiency in AR design equips undergraduate students with a competitive edge in the job market. The demand for AR designers is steadily growing across various industries, including advertising, entertainment, retail, and education (Jha et al., 2019). Employers seek graphic designers who can leverage AR technologies to deliver captivating user experiences and drive customer engagement. By acquiring AR design skills, students position themselves for a broader range of employment opportunities.

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2022), Web Developers and Digital Designers project a job growth rate of 23% by 2031, while Graphic Designers anticipate a 3% growth rate, which is 2% less than the average across all occupations. Additionally, the pay for Graphic Designers is considerably lower than that of Web Developers and Digital Designers.

Designing for augmented reality necessitates a deep understanding of user behavior and the ability to create meaningful interactions. The inclusion of AR in graphic design education empowers students to develop user-centric design thinking skills (Diaz et al., 2020). They learn to consider the user’s context, needs, and expectations while designing AR experiences, resulting in more intuitive and impactful design solutions.

Benefits and Challenges
Augmented reality (AR) technology has the potential to revolutionize higher education, particularly in the graphic design classroom. By overlaying virtual elements onto the real world, AR enhances the learning experience and offers numerous benefits. However, it also presents unique challenges that must be considered.

One significant benefit of teaching how to build AR projects in the graphic design classroom is the ability to provide immersive and interactive learning experiences. Students can visualize their designs in three dimensions, allowing for a better understanding of spatial relationships and proportions. This hands-on approach enhances creativity and problem-solving skills, as students can experiment with various design elements in real time. According to a study published in the International Journal of Virtual and Augmented Reality, AR-based learning environments have been shown to improve student engagement and motivation, leading to better learning outcomes.

Furthermore, AR technology enables collaboration by leveraging key user and peer feedback. Students can share their AR designs with classmates, who can then provide real-time comments and suggestions. This fosters a sense of community and encourages design thinking and teamwork, a crucial aspect of graphic design practice. In an article by Forbes, it is stated that AR allows for “visual communication and interaction among students, encouraging them to work together on projects and solve design challenges collectively.”
However, implementing AR technology in higher education also poses challenges. Cost is a significant factor, as the equipment and software required for AR experiences can be expensive. Additionally, there is a learning curve associated with using AR tools, both for students and instructors, which may require additional training and support. Technical issues and compatibility across devices and platforms can also hinder the seamless integration of AR into the classroom.

While there are challenges to overcome, the benefits of using AR technology in the graphic design classroom are significant. By enhancing the learning experience, promoting collaboration, and fostering creativity, AR has the potential to revolutionize higher education and prepare students for the evolving demands of the design industry.

Current State of Learning Opportunities

Augmented reality has become increasingly popular in graphic design, providing new opportunities for creative expression and interactive experiences. In the context of higher education, several learning opportunities are available to students interested in incorporating AR into their graphic design studies.

Here are some key areas:

AR Design and Development Courses: A few universities and colleges offer AR design and development courses. The ones that do offer courses communicating AR design principles, 3D modeling, interaction design, programming for AR, and user experience design. These courses provide students with the knowledge and skills to create design elements that support AR experiences; however these courses lack formal process instruction for creating a final immersive AR experiences for graphic design students in art departments.

Workshops and Bootcamps: Short-term workshops and boot camps are often organized by industry professionals to introduce designers to the concepts and tools of AR design. These intensive learning experiences offer hands-on training in creating AR content and help designers gain practical skills quickly.

Design Competitions and Challenges: Various design competitions and challenges encourage designers to explore AR as a medium for their graphic design projects. Participating in these events provides an opportunity to apply AR concepts in real-world scenarios, gain exposure and receive feedback from experts in the field.

Collaboration with Computer Science and Engineering Programs: Collaborative projects with computer science or engineering departments can foster interdisciplinary learning experiences. Graphic design students can team up with students from technical backgrounds to develop AR applications, combining their design skills with programming expertise.

Online Tutorials and Resources: Numerous online platforms provide tutorials and resources for learning AR design. Websites like Unity Learn, Google ARCore, and Apple Developer provide documentation, tutorials, and sample projects that can help students get started with AR design and development.

AR for the Graphic Design Classroom Course Description

This course is an introduction to the history, process, and best practices of designing augmented reality (AR) experiences for mobile devices. AR is an interactive experience that combines the real world and computer-generated content. It has been gaining popularity in recent years and is being used in a wide range of fields: gaming, education, retail, tourism, healthcare, and advertising. Since new digital technology yields a strong influence in the industry, infusing AR into graphic education is necessary. Seeking new opportunities in design applications using AR benefits immersive environments and safe spaces for training and exploring.

In this course, the structured design process will be introduced and practiced, from creative inquiry to user testing. Students will learn how to create assets with various prototyping skills and art-direct scenes, building and sharing immersive experiences on mobile devices.

Student Example: Jessica Sutryk, 2023. Designed in the foundation course ART 102: Introduction to Two-Dimensional Design, Spring 2023, Art Department, School of Education, University of Wisconsin-Madison. This project asks students to create an original pattern design incorporating the elements of graphic design in Adobe Illustrator, apply the design to a 3D primitive in Adobe Dimensions, then export the asset to Adobe Aero and add actions.

“...as designers, we might begin to tackle the enormous opportunities to be had in staking claim to and shaping a new and unprecedented universe.”

Jessica Helfand, “Dematerialism of Screen Space” 2001
Learning Outcomes

Upon completing this course, students will be able to:

1) Understand the historical background and Augmented Reality (AR) applications.
2) Understand the importance of using AR and mobile devices for information, training, and entertainment.
3) Research design opportunities currently available and ideate new possibilities using new digital technology.
4) Apply elements of graphic design such as line, shape, composition, typography, color and illustration, and images.
5) Build storyboard anchors and interactions for immersive experiences.
6) Apply an iterative design process, including prototyping and user testing.
7) Analyze design problems (forward thinking) and propose alternative design solutions.
8) Prepare high-quality professional documentation of the design process and presentation for a professional portfolio.

This course is created for students who want to explore the potential of AR in design and gain practical skills in designing AR experiences for mobile devices. By the end of the course, students will have a portfolio of AR projects that showcase their design skills and understanding of AR technology.

Proposed Schedule and Deliverables

Week 1: History, research, sketching and storyboards

Week 2: Moodboards, working prototypes build and asset collection.

Week 3: Interaction and animation build

Week 4: Testing, reiteration, sharing, and archiving a completed AR project

Conclusion

This research contributes to the field of educational technology by providing a comprehensive overview of the current state of AR technology in education. It examines the challenges and limitations of incorporating AR technology into graphic design curricula and offers recommendations for educators and instructional designers interested in implementing AR for graphic design instruction.

"... as designers, we might begin to tackle the enormous opportunities to be had in staking claim to and shaping a new and unprecedented universe."

"Dematerialization of Screen Space," written by Jessica Helfand in 2001, questions the future of graphic design and inspires all of us to pass the torch on to the next generation of spatial designers, offering them our shared knowledge and support.

Graphic designers entering the workforce now will need to bring skills beyond two-dimensional screen graphics in order to thrive in their chosen vocation. As our entertainment and work spaces spill out into the world and surround us, motion, audio, haptic sensory, and scent will all be components completing an entity AR experience. This course is an initial introduction to learning these vital skills. My future plan is to developing a 14-week semester course for undergraduate students. I am also interested leading an academic workshops for educators who would like to incorporate AR projects into existing graphic design curriculum.


Resources


Bonding Across Distances

How to Create Shared Emotional Experiences in Remote Settings

Jenny Hsin-Yi Chang
Master of Arts in Exhibition & Experience Design | Exhibit Designer at Deckel & Moneypenny

Abstract
This research explores the creation of shared emotional experiences in remote settings to foster interpersonal connections and societal well-being. The study investigates how synchronized multi-sensory experiences, interactivity, and emotionality contribute to forming interpersonal bonds among physically distant participants. The research consists of two parts: an examination of factors fostering emotional social connections in virtual settings through primary and secondary research, and the development of an exhibition project, “Where The Wild Things Are: Return To The Wild,” to demonstrate the application of the theory.

Overall, this research emphasizes the significance of shared experiences and the role of synchronized multi-sensory experiences, interactivity, and emotionality in creating meaningful connections in remote settings. The findings demonstrate the potential for innovative remote experiences that foster human connections and contribute to personal and societal well-being, even in physically distant contexts.

Introduction
During the prolonged social isolation of the COVID-19 pandemic, people experienced decreased well-being resulting from the lack of meaningful interaction with others. In a world where people cannot always be physically present with each other, how can we continue to create shared emotional experiences to foster interpersonal connections and societal well-being?

In this research, I explored how shared emotional experiences can be created in remote settings to effectively engage physically distant participants and foster interpersonal bonds.

I formed a hypothesis that, as a key to forming interpersonal bonds, shared emotional experiences can be created in remote settings through sharing synchronized multi-sensory experience, interactivity, and emotional content among physically distant participants. By designing with these three elements, institutions can create engaging, emotional and social experiences for physically distant audiences to build personal connections, shape loyal communities and foster personal and societal well-being.

Approach
This research investigated this hypothesis in two parts:

In the first part, I examined the factors that help foster emotional social connections in traditional in-person settings and explore how these factors can be transferred or recreated in remote settings. Through my secondary research, I identified “shared experiences” as one of the keys to forming interpersonal bonds and defined three key factors — synchronized multi-sensory experience, interactivity and emotionality — that contribute to successfully creating such experiences in remote settings. I then conducted prototype testing and an interview with an industry professional to further understand the validity of my theory.

In the second part, I created an exhibition project, “Where The Wild Things Are: Return To The Wild,” to illustrate how this theory can be used to create a new generation of hybrid experience. This application demonstrates the potential path for exhibition designers to expand the reach and impact of future exhibition projects, and help institutions remain relevant and connected to their audiences in the post-pandemic world.

Figure 1. Remote Shared Experience Theory Model
Primary Research: Bonding, From Traditional Settings to Remote Settings

I began my research looking into social studies focused on social connections in traditional face-to-face settings to understand what makes people connect in a natural setting. In a study by McMillan and Chavis, shared experience was marked as a definite element to forming interpersonal emotional connections. In an in-person setting, shared experience can be seen as a result of shared events which build interpersonal emotional connections through:

a) bringing participants to a common place and spending time together,
b) providing opportunities for quality interaction, and
c) creating positive emotional impact.

However, in a remote setting where sharing a common time and place is not an option, and the participants’ ability to interact and share emotions do not come naturally, how can shared experiences be created? To answer this question, I turn to literature on social studies in virtual and remote contexts.

The first aspect to creating a shared experience in remote settings is to create the perception of sharing a common time and place without physically doing so. In Durlach and Slater’s research, such perception is referred to as “virtual togetherness.” The article suggests that for a number of individuals to feel present in a common environment, they must all a) have a sense of presence in the place depicted and b) have a sense of sharing a common environment with another individual. The research identified sensory experience and interactivity as two key elements to creating virtual togetherness.

Key 1. Synchronized Multi-sensory Experience

As humans experience surroundings through their senses, the sense of commonality in time and place can be achieved by creating a level of synchronized sensory experiences. In a remote setting, the lower the latency rate and the more senses that are shared among the participants, the higher the sense of sharing a common time and place, which leads to a greater emotional contagion and sense of social connection.

Visual and auditory experiences are currently the two most accessible sensory experiences in remote settings. Other sensory experiences such as taste, smell, touch are still difficult to share remotely due to current technology constraints. However, in Durlach and Slater’s research, visual representations of taste, smell or touch were found to elicit substantial emotional reactions, suggesting that visual or audio representations may be good alternatives for senses that our technology cannot yet convey.

Key 2. P-P and P-E Interactivity

Other than synchronized multi-sensory experiences, interactivity also plays a big role in building a sense of connection in remote settings. There are two types of interactions: person-to-person (P-P) interaction, and person-to-environment (P-E) interaction.

The P-E interaction refers to participants being able to have an impact on the environment. Research shows that in a virtual environment, a sense of shared togetherness will be increased if alterations to the environment caused by one participant are clearly perceived by the other participants. Furthermore, if participants can collectively make alterations to the environment and the changes are perceived by all participants, the sense of shared togetherness increases even more potently.

The P-P interaction, on the other hand, refers to participants being able to come into contact, communicate or have an impact on each other. As found in traditional social studies, P-P interaction is a cornerstone to forming interpersonal connections. In a remote setting, enabling participants to exchange multi-modal communication and rich interaction is critical to forming interpersonal connections.

Other than verbal communication, studies have found that physical communication (such as hugging and touching) is most closely linked to closeness and intimacy, and is a powerful tool in promoting deep and emotional connections.

Key 3. Shared Emotional Impact

The last and perhaps the most important element to creating a shared experience with a bonding effect in remote settings is to create an emotional impact. Emotional experiences promote social bonding because it is often followed by social sharing, which allows the participants to enjoy empathy and emotional connection, and result in an experience of emotional connection. Generally speaking, the stronger the elicited emotion, the better the bonding effect.

In How Games Move Us: Emotion By Design, research on game design points out many successful strategies to evoke emotion in remote settings, including emotions through content, emotions through social play, emotions through body movement, and emotions through immersion, within which the use of avatars was pointed out as a particularly effective method.

“Emotions are above all social phenomena. They are the basis of social interaction, they are the products of social interaction, their origins, and their currency.”

Zajonc, 1998, Emotions (pp. 619–620)

Shared Emotional Experience Theory Conclusion

The three key elements highlighted above—synchronized multi-sensory experience, interactivity, and emotional impact—create the basis that makes a shared emotional experience in remote settings. As shown in Figure 1, each of the three elements contributes to the sense of connection and also reinforces each other. The synchronization of environmental and psychological cues strengthen the emotional ties among participants. Interaction and collaborative actions increase the enjoyment level when a sense of connectedness is elicited, and enhance the sense of sharing common time and place. The emotionality of the experience prompts social sharing and further induces interactivity and sense
of common time and place. Together, the three elements create a truly shareable, interactable and emotional shared experience through which a sense of connection can be experienced between individuals that are far apart.

Secondary Research: Shared Emotional Experience, from Virtual Settings to Hybrid Settings
To understand the effectiveness of the theory, prototype testings were conducted in virtual (Figure 2) and hybrid (Figure 3) settings. Both tests contain the three key elements—synchronized multi-sensory experience, interactivity, and emotional elements. Participants were invited to complete a mission collaboratively or individually. Throughout the test, the participants’ emotional responses were observed, and their sense of connection was evaluated at the end of the test.

The virtual prototype had 10 participants (6 participants tested in pairs and 4 participants tested individually), and the test time was 7 minutes. The hybrid prototype test had one group of 3 participants (1 remote and 2 in-person), and the test time was 10 minutes. Although most participants reported that it was difficult to establish a significant sense of connection within the short time frame, early signs of emotional connection were observed in groups that had better results with the mission. Participants from the group tests report a higher level of emotional impact than the solo testers, validating that sharing an experience has an amplifying effect on human emotions.

Applied Project: Where The Wild Things Are: Return To The Wild
To demonstrate how the Remote Shared Experience Theory can be used to create innovative remote experiences, an exhibition project was developed. “Where The Wild Things Are: Return To The Wild” is a hybrid experience based on Where The Wild Things Are, both the original story by Maurice Sendak and the 2009 feature film adaptation directed by Spike Jonze. The experience aims to inspire emotional awareness and illustrate a new way to extend empathy and build connection in an increasingly remote-reliant post-pandemic world.

Consisting of two parts, an online mobile game (Figure 4) and a traveling exhibition (Figure 5), the project created an emotional journey that can be shared between online and in-person audiences. The mobile game is scheduled to be launched four months prior to the opening of the physical exhibition. With the entire island available for free exploration, the mobile game invites players into the world of Where The Wild Things Are as the Wild Things avatars. The game features interactive challenges for the players with other on-line players as well as the in-person audience. Players can express their emotional state and develop lasting connections with other Wild Things through this platform.

The physical exhibition, on the other hand, brings parts of the Wild Things Island into mixed reality environments and invites the audience into the fantasy world as the human child. Through the use of technology, the audience can interact with the Wild Things controlled by the remote audience, explore emotions and stories, and create wild memories together. The exhibition will be traveling for six months, each month bringing new visitors into the world of Where The Wild Things Are. Prospect Park in Brooklyn, NY will be used as a sample site.

The experience centers around a highly emotional story, Where The Wild Things Are, which explores the topics of personal emotions and social connections through a child-like yet sensitive manner. Through the innovative use of technology (Figures 6, 7, 8), the story is enhanced with collaborative and interactive missions and synchronized visuals, audio and touch, for the in-person and remote audiences to explore and enjoy together (Figure 9).

The project was met with high enthusiasm when presented to a panel of exhibit industry professionals. Many members from the panel expressed that the project presented an imaginative yet convincing solution to the remote engagement challenge, and that the theory provides a great anatomy to how future remote interactions can be designed. This application successfully demonstrated how the theoretical framework of synchronized multi-sensory experience, interactivity and emotionality can be applied to exhibition and experience design projects to expand the reach and impact of future exhibitions and help institutions remain relevant and connected to their audiences in the post-pandemic world.
Figure 6. The interactive environments inside the exhibition enable in-person participants to gesture control their avatars and interact with avatars controlled by remote participants.

Figure 7. In-person and remote audiences interacting through avatars via the interactive environment and mobile game interface. The two systems work together to provide synchronized visual, audio and other sensory experiences as well as interactivity between the two audiences.

Figure 8. Various sensors inside the exhibition allow for multiple ways of interacting with the environment which enriches the synchronized sensory experience and subsequently enhances the shared experience. For example, the inclusion of vibration sensors in the floor enables in-person visitors to activate a programmed event by stomping on the ground. Meanwhile, the online participants will experience the effect of their stomping in the form of phone vibration, enhancing the sense of sharing a common time and place with the in-person audience.

Figure 9. In-person and remote participants sharing an emotionally rewarding moment with synchronized visual and audio after collaboration.
Conclusion

Through my research, it is evident that shared experience is a definite element to forming interpersonal emotional connections, and that ensuring synchronized multi-sensory experiences, interactivity and emotionality between physically distant participants is fundamental to creating a shared experience in remote settings.

In an era that anticipates more and more remote interactions, this research aims to provide a theoretical foundation to help exhibition and experience designers create a new generation of remote experiences that are truly engaging, connecting and impactful. By identifying the cornerstones of an effective remote shared experience, designers can explore outside of the existing experience models, and take advantage of the new possibilities this new form of interaction brings.

The project, “Where The Wild Things Are: Return to The Wild,” is an imaginative demonstration of how these three key aspects of a remote shared experience—synchronized multi-sensory, interactivity and emotionality—can be intertwined fluidly and innovatively to create fascinating experiences and foster human connections. It is a preliminary showcase of how people can continue to have rich shared experiences together even when they are physically apart.

It is through these shared moments that connections grow and, in turn, nurture our personal and societal wellbeing. By having people see themselves together, roar together, and share emotions together, the findings of this paper illustrate that we can continue to enjoy the benefits of shared experiences, and thrive together, no matter how far.

Resources

Boothby, Erica J., Margaret S. Clark, and John A. Bargh. “Shared Experiences Are Amplified.” Psychological Science 25, no. 12 (December 2014)


Design for Social Impact

Participation as a Catalyst for Experiential Graphic Design

Niloufar Abdolmaleki
Design MFA/Experiential Graphic Design

Abstract
Design for social change is an emerging field of design that focuses on using design tools to create solutions that promote social justice and equity. It has the potential to make a significant positive impact on society and the environment. By addressing social issues such as poverty, inequality, and environmental degradation, designers can contribute to positive social change and promote social justice and equity (Buchanan, 2015). Design for social change can also benefit the design field by expanding its scope and demonstrating the value of design thinking as a tool for social change. This approach can help to position designers as thought leaders and change agents who are capable of making a positive impact on society (Thackara, 2015). Design for social change has many benefits, both for society and for the designer as a whole. By creating relevant, meaningful work, expanding the scope of design, collaborating with diverse perspectives, positively impacting society, and advancing the design field, designers can use their skills to create solutions that address complex social issues and promote social justice and equity.

Experiential graphic design has become an increasingly popular way to transform public spaces and engage communities. This paper presents a general adaptable guideline for experiential graphics. Drawing on examples from various participatory design projects, the guideline outlines a framework consisting of practices for designing participatory projects that aim to activate public spaces, foster community engagement, and create low-cost, high-impact designs that can be easily adapted to different contexts. The approach involves multiple case studies and three distinct designs for social impact plans, each with its unique concept. The methodology includes prototyping and testing: designs are then presented to the UC Davis community and tested to validate that they can be implemented in various settings and locations. Through this approach, designers can create experiential environments that engage people and create a wide range of transformative impacts on communities in purposeful and concrete ways.

Introduction
Participation is a powerful catalyst for creativity and engagement in experiential graphic design. By engaging users in the design process and creating opportunities for them to contribute to the final product, designers can create experiences that are more meaningful, memorable, and impactful. However, participation also presents challenges and opportunities, and designers need to be aware of these factors when incorporating participation into their EGD projects. By leveraging participation in their work, designers can create environments that reflect the needs and desires of the community, foster social connections, and inspire emotional responses.

The paper begins by outlining the challenges of traditional top-down design and the benefits of participatory design for experiential graphics. It then provides an overview of the design research and the case studies used to develop the framework. The paper summarizes the practices for designing participatory projects with social impact contexts and the potential of experiential environments to transform public spaces and engage communities.

Literature Review
"Experiential graphic design involves orchestrating typography, color, imagery, form, technology, and, especially, content to create communication environments." - Peter Dixon

Examples of experiential graphic design include wayfinding, architectural graphics, signage, exhibit design, retail design, and themed or branded environments. Increasingly, experiential graphic design involves using systems and digital technologies to present dynamic content through motion graphics, making rich interaction between the information provided and the user possible (What Is Experiential, 2013).

Visual arts are crucial in understanding diverse human experiences (Bailey et al., D., 2005). The designers and design researchers understand the built environment in one of four contexts—as object, product, communicator, or social domain (Gross, J.J., 2002) (Figure 1). It is experienced by the viewer not simply as a visual interpretation but as a bodily experience (which incorporates each of the senses to a greater or lesser degree), and this involves the environment as a trigger for interpretation (Gross, J.J., 2002)(Figure 2). The interpreter’s field of interpretation is merged with the potential of an environmental situation “to produce” a particular understanding within that context. Franz (Franz J. A., 1997) proposes four conceptions of designing: experiential, structural, production, and retail.

Designers’ conceptions of what it is to design are related to how they design in practice. The experiential conception portrays design as “the development of a framework incorporating both people and their environments” and that designing is “a way of being in the world for the designer.” (Gross, J.J., 2002)

Community engagement can be done in various simple ways and still tremendously impact the audience. How would the audience feel more connected to the design? Would they feel like they are an essential design part and still learn from the experience? Through users’ self-tracking Instagram posts, it is easy to find one way to share their emotions: drawing, which could express the emotions. Like coloring books were prevalent a few years ago (i.e., the Secret Garden coloring book), Turturro and Drake proved that any drawing could reduce anxiety (Turturro et al., 2020). As the example explained, there are simple approaches to engaging people utilizing various strategies to communicate our message. An experiential environment has distinct advantages: engagement, community interactions, inspiring people, increasing user knowledge and walking in spaces, and developing cross-cultural adaptations in the built environment.

What is wrong with the traditional top-down design?
When analyzing the traditional top-down design, a study (Hernandez et al., 2020) discusses how the design process itself remains almost unchanged despite the evolution of other design areas, like sustainable design, co-design, inclusive design, and social design, that have expanded the horizon of the design fields, addressing the complexity of the problems we are facing nowadays. Economic aims stand as the bold concern in the traditional approach. When more criteria are being considered and environmental and social objectives are pursued in the design process, responding to those objectives uses the same logic stages as traditional approaches.
Another study (Digital Commons, 2022) reflects on design as a field currently re-evaluating its political agency. Historically, designers have tried to instigate social change by designing objects. However, today’s social design comprehends itself as a change agent within a much more direct relation to the social. The study identifies the importance of re-evaluating our understanding of design’s roles in dealing with the contradictions arising from the traditional framing of our field constructively.

Traditional top-down design approaches in experiential graphic design (EGD) can lead to a lack of user engagement and satisfaction, as users may feel that their needs and preferences must be considered (Constantin, A. et al., 1970). Meanwhile, participatory design strategies can increase user engagement and lead to more meaningful experiences, enhanced creativity, and a positive social impact by bringing diverse perspectives and ideas together (Participatory Design, 2023).

**Approach**

This research results in a variety of prototypes and testing. The framework is tested on the University of California Davis community.

- This thesis research demonstrates a methodological approach that began with research, case studies, and theoretical analysis. With a clear goal based on experiential graphics, Phase 1 was to create a cross-cultural community engagement project as an interactive installation. The Dakhil project was installed in the UC Davis Arboretum in the Spring of 2022.
- The second phase includes another implementation of the Phase 1 project, Dakhil, to show its adaptability to all environments and concepts. The project is titled **Woman Life Freedom**.
- The third shows a wholly different concept. **ChangeMakers** is a flexible, interactive installation with the concept of mitigating climate change, which includes producing a series of prototypes and testing before the final production. This project proves we can design and create many other projects using this research framework.

**Case Study- Before I Die by Candy Chang**

Candy Chang, a Taiwanese-American artist known for her public space activation work, created the project **Before I Die** as a means for individuals to reflect on their values and contemplate their aspirations. Inspired by personal loss, Chang transformed an abandoned house in her neighborhood into a community space by turning one side of it into a large chalkboard. Passersby were invited to complete the prompt “Before I die, I want to ___” with their own aspirations using chalk. The project quickly gained traction, with people sharing heartfelt stories and diverse responses on the wall. The success of **Before I Die** led to the creation of online resources, enabling communities worldwide to create their own reflective walls, resulting in over 5,000 installations in more than 75 countries.

The project’s impact lies in its simplicity, fostering community engagement, reflection, and participation while activating neglected spaces. Chang emphasizes the importance of public spaces as platforms for expression, connection, and reminders of what truly matters in life. The project aligns with the author’s own research interests, which explore the potential of simple but meaningful designs that can be adapted to various locations and concepts. The accessibility and effectiveness of **Before I Die** as a template or structure for engaging and activating spaces highlight the power of simplicity in design.

**Implications**

**First Project – Dakhil**

**Project concept:** To create an opportunity for people to self-reflect and write their wishes and hopes on the ribbons. The concept of the project is in support of the design Museum installation **Guardians: Spirits of Protection** by Design Prof Emerita Ann E Savageau. The relationship between the two is to expand the knowledge of cultural approaches to healing and hope. The project was up in Davis at the Arboretum for a month and was published on the UC Davis website.

Dakhil is a traditional Islamic act of devotion that involves tying fabric to a shrine of an elder, a tree, or anything one considers sacred. It is usually done to heal the sick or to pray for the good things a person wants. However, this practice is not limited to Islamic traditions. It can be seen all over the world, such as in clootie wells in Scotland and Ireland and in Tibetan Buddhist prayer flag traditions.

The project shows a cultural adaptation of the Dakhil practice.

The installation comprises over 200 colorful ribbon pieces on tree branches and markers placed under the tree. Staples were used to attach the ribbons instead of knotting them for safety measures and to avoid damage to the branches. Washers were added to the bottom of each ribbon to prevent tangles caused by the wind and to add some weight to the hanging ribbons. This art installation also functions as a complete package for implementation in other places, checking the adaptability factor.

Three hundred and ten people participated in the Dakhil project. These are some of the written responses on the ribbons: “reunite with my son,” “acceptance to UC Davis,” “confidence in who I am without proving it to others,” “happy, healthy, safe, and fulfilled loved ones,” “Eddie wishes to find true compassionate love,” “a place that feels like home for all,” “pass law school,” “I hope for a long happy life for my grandchildren,” “to reach my goals,” “I wish for a house and peace,” “find peace of mind,” “just keep it up,” “less trash litter,” “lower gas prices,” “be authentic and true,” “kindness to one another.”
Second Project – Woman Life Freedom

Project concept: To expand the knowledge of cultural approaches, protest, solidarity, and being hopeful for the Iranian people to win their fight against the Islamic regime and the oppressive system.

The Woman Life Freedom installation shows the creative relationship between trauma, empathy, and design and was created in solidarity with the Iranian people who are fighting against the Islamic regime dictatorship for their fundamental human rights. #MahsaAmini UC Davis community members were asked to share and spread the information to the world and raise awareness about what is happening in Iran in any possible way. People were encouraged to write one of the fundamental human rights on each ribbon to acknowledge one of the most significant woman’s movements in history, which is happening in Iran now. The Woman Life Freedom installation showcases a different type of Dakhil project to show its adaptability to other concepts, messages, and locations.

This installation comprises 600 yards of satin ribbons in green, red, and white (the colors of the Iranian flag). The height of each strip is three feet. Two hundred seventy-five washers are tied at the bottom of the stripes. Two pieces of vinyl are used to show the project title and the prompt. A QR code is provided under the instructions for people who are curious to know more about the project.

The installation was on display in the Cruess Hall building’s courtyard at UC Davis for two months, from November 2022 to January 2023. 120 people participated in the project. These are a few written responses: “to choose,” “security,” “healthcare,” “free to believe,” “respect everyone,” “access to clean water,” “kissing your lover,” “women singing,” “we deserve peace,” “to love whoever you want,” “free and unrestricted access to internet,” “peace of mind,” “to feel safe to go out,” “clean air,” “wearing what I want to,” “having control over your own body,” “privacy,” “equal opportunities for education.”

“Design rethinks the role of visual communication in the built environment.”

The poster design for this project was accepted as one of the top twenty posters reflecting the theme, Women’s Rights in the Visual Voice (Graphic et al.) at the University of North Georgia. The printed poster was displayed in the Roy C. Moore Gallery on the Gainesville campus for a month. This project is also the Merit Award winner at the 2023 SEGD Global Design Awards.

Third Project – Change Makers

Project concept: To raise awareness about climate change and emphasizing its significance. The project comprises two participatory components. Climate change is a significant concern for the planet due to its potential environmental, economic, and social impacts. It has long-term implications for future generations and devastating, irreversible impacts on the planet.

Change Makers highlights various concerns related to climate change on the left side of the board (dark color theme), and lists actions that individuals can take to help mitigate the effects of climate change on the right side of the board (light color theme). Visitors are initially prompted to reflect on how climate change impacts them personally. The second step for the participants is to share how they contribute as individuals to help the climate change situation.

Change Makers’ design process includes sketching, testing, and prototyping to find the best way to highlight accessibility, equity, and adaptability. The height of the board is designed based on the ADA principles for signage systems. Materials include Sande plywood, hardboard, magnet roll and magnet tapes, mat board, vinyl, wood glue, screw, and chains.
Prototyping and Testing

After making some prototypes to test the structure (Figure 3), I made a mockup using paper printed, including the prompt and colorful labels, to test out the interactive element of the project (Figure 4). The project was explained to undergraduate students, who were invited to participate. The prompt includes:

- My concern about climate change is...
- My activity to help climate change is...

The results showed that the prototype was successful in terms of interaction and communication with the participants based on the participants’ reflections and feedback about the project.

On the first day of the project display, approximately 60 people participated in the Jan Shrem and Maria Manetti Shrem Museum of Art. According to the project’s timeline, the number of participants will increase over the next two weeks while the project is on display. These are some of the written responses:

- My concern about climate change is “anthropocene,” “plastic waste in the ocean,” “lack of knowledge,” “air quality,” “wild fires,” “extinction of polar bears,” “Asiatic cheetah,” “summers being too hot,” “social changes such as having no kids.”

- My activity to help climate change is “use reusable bags,” “composting my coffee grounds,” “upcycle used things,” “gardening,” “no fossil fuels,” “I will use reusable things and protect the nature around me,” “stop fast fashion purchases,” “using solar energy for house,” “self educate about current climate change news.”

Wave and Breeze

In the Spring of 2023, two undergraduate students, Liang Qiao, and Yuchen Hou, showed interest in working with my supervision to produce their interactive installation as a group project using this thesis framework. This project helped this research reach its purpose as a guideline that can be used for other creative projects.

Project’s concept: Raise awareness and acceptance of mood and anxiety disorders within the community, using design as a tool for empathy. Build connections within individuals and provide more social support.

Wave and Breeze is an interactive installation that provides a profound platform for exploring/examining the current mental health crisis among many college-age students. It fosters community awareness and acceptance of mood and anxiety disorders. The installation comprises hardboard, paper pinwheels, and screws. The board is placed on two easels.
The center piece of Wave and Breeze comprises pinwheels as a nostalgic symbol of childhood and happiness. The pinwheels moving with the wind, emanating a soothing aura, inviting the UC Davis community to embrace a moment of tranquility and relaxation. All the audiences are encouraged to express and write on the pinwheels.

**Low Cost**

Controlling the project’s budget could always be challenging. This part of the framework helped me to realize that there could always be an alternative that works when it comes to material selection. Three projects’ total costs are:

- **Dakhil**: $200 Total, Woman Life Freedom: $200 Total, Change Makers: $280 Total.
- **Wave and Breeze**: $220 Total.

As mentioned, the budget is low for all the projects, but this did not affect their impact.

**Conclusion**

Experiential graphic design is an expanding field that grows every day. Incorporating adaptable experiential environments with participatory design holds immense potential to engage and profoundly influence diverse communities actively. The power and effectiveness of participation are apparent in all the presented projects when people are in charge of bringing them to life. The touching concepts with social impact are practical as a critical element that brings people to interact with the projects by bringing a specific emotion through design. For instance, Dakhil touched the sense of self, love, hope, and healing. Additionally, the color choice helped the project to be more appealing and engaging for the visitors, Women Life Freedom brought a sense of empathy and made a heavy concept relatable to everyone by making them reflect on human rights and righting one on the ribbons. Furthermore, ribbons helped the place activation element catch the viewers’ attention, Low cost—high impact, and adaptability throughout the design process. By integrating these factors, designers can effectively contribute to creating environments that foster meaningful experiences and reach positive social outcomes within communities.

**Future**

This research endeavors to serve as a valuable resource for researchers and educators, delving into the crucial realm of design for social change. In particular, it sheds light on the potential impact of experiential graphic design, empowering creatives to explore novel avenues for crafting impactful temporary installations or incorporating the framework into their prototyping endeavors, especially when designing for the communities. The inherent simplicity of these methods holds the power to ignite inspiration, fostering the activation of spaces and cultivating remarkable experiences, all while alleviating economic concerns.

Although this thesis offers only a limited number of examples, it is essential to acknowledge this field’s vast array of possibilities. The framework presented here underscores the importance of considering factors such as participation, place activation, community engagement, Low cost—High impact, and adaptability throughout the design process. By integrating these factors, designers can effectively contribute to creating environments that foster meaningful experiences and reach positive social outcomes within communities.

**Resources**

12. “Before I Die I Want To... | Candy Chang.” YouTube, uploaded by user Candy Chang, 4 Sept. 2012, www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueb6LovsM.
Directional Type Design

Improving Wayfinding Systems Through the use of Variable Fonts and Digital Signage Technologies

Lauren Green, Typo-Graphic Designer, Researcher, MFA, Adjunct Professor, Kent State University

Abstract

Utilizing a typographic-based lens when approaching how designers problem-solve in environmental spaces can open up new opportunities and solutions to solving the divide between physical and digital spaces and their technology. The combination of variable fonts and digital signage presents a unique and practical solution to the various challenges wayfinding systems face.

These challenges include issues with readability, monolingual signage, low visibility, minimal readership, material waste, and limited adaptability to environmental conditions and space functionality.

Variable fonts, on the other hand, are incredibly versatile and adaptive. They can be easily modified, and their display methods can be customized for any resolution or medium, static or digital.

With new infrastructures and spaces emerging, typographic and display technologies continually evolve. Designers must capitalize on and leverage these advancements to instill a better experience for those interacting with them. This investigation examines the directional attributes of a partially formed typeface to ascertain whether typography alone can aid users in navigating a given space or improve the logic of current systems. The findings of this investigation set the foundation for shaping the future of environmental graphic design's relationship with typography and presenting a basis for shaping the future of environmental graphic design.

Introduction

To understand wayfinding systems and their typography, we must first understand how humans navigate a space. This can be generalized and a simple way to get from point A to B. But it can also be a very complex system that stems from the physiological and psychological reasons we as humans make certain decisions. Cognitive processing is a series of operations carried out to create and manipulate mental representations of information. Designers can better understand and apply these theories to wayfinding systems through implementation. By making more intentional choices tailored to the environmental space where the type is displayed and viewed, designers can better comprehend the choices needed to improve recall and recognition.

Digital wayfinding is a facet of environmental graphic design that digitally displays signage containing information that supports the viewer to a particular destination.

Typography or textual content is one of the most important ingredients in digital environmental signage. Many signage systems rely on legible, straightforward, and well-designed font families to convey the right directional indicators. Their purpose is to be seen and read. Unlike the traditional ways of wayfinding, like static signage, digital systems offer more variability and interactivity for viewers. This includes the possibility of utilizing variable fonts within this sometimes unnecessarily static design field. A variable font, also known as an OpenType Font Variation font, is the equivalent of multiple individual fonts that can be compactly packaged within a single file.

Variable typefaces are frequently used within web design and other digital platforms to decrease file sizes, augment browser speeds, and provide users with more visual attributes. With their more efficient storage and file-handling capabilities, variable fonts can contain more information than just the words they spell. By utilizing this font type, designers have the ability to embed what is called social characteristics into the creation of a font, a capability that static non-variable typefaces can never contain. Social characteristics are specific attributes a font has that solve or cater to varying needs. For instance, take the well-known typeface Helvetica. It has modernly been used to convey professionalism in business and is excellent for a simplistic approach to signage design. However, the infamous font can not be modified or tweaked to better suit an environment. This is the advantage variable fonts contain. They can be designed to best fit the reader, no matter the environment, static, digital, or interactive. To name a few axis point options, these fonts can adapt to changes in italicization, weight, size, width, and slant for a better reading angle and almost any other changing variable many signage systems face.

This research explores ways to improve and implement this technology into signage systems and how directional signage can benefit from variable typography within digital signage environments. To accomplish this, a partial character set was designed to embody and test the physical directional value of typography over a pool of 65 participants. Success can be defined by the readability and functionality of the created typeface and how well respondents understood its directional interaction with and without additional cues like arrows or icons to assist in a simulated wayfinding journey.

Figure 1. Variable Font File Compression (Stocks, E. J. 2023)
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Wayfinding and typographic recognition is a continuous learning process as environments and places change, new infrastructure is created, and signs and signals are installed; the cyclical cycle of learning never stops as new things are constantly being created.

Gen Ramirez: Entorno

Designer Gen Ramirez, a practicing professional and graduate of Typography at the Royal Academy of Art, The Hague, Netherlands, has experimented with and created a typeface that starts to explore the relationship variable font technology has with wayfinding systems. Ramirez recognized a similar lacking need or gap within the wayfinding and EGD industries regarding typography. He questioned that if environments are becoming more interactive, why can’t the typography used within them act the same way? This begs the question of how the ideology of type design must change to meet these new needs and trends for future use. Entorno, a typeface created by Ramirez, incorporated variable fonts and axis manipulation as a response to this new paradigm.

According to Ramirez, three scenarios were conceptualized in figure 2. A) Variable font that adapts in width and weight axes, B) Variable font that depending on the relative distance of the observer, letterforms are stretched in its vertical dimensions without modifying the width of its vertical strokes and adjusting the weight of his horizontal strokes. C) Variable font: according to the observer’s view angle and distance, single characters adapt their weight and width to compensate for or improve possible readability problems (Ramirez, G. 2018).

P.A.M: Sofi Stadium

Apart from the inevitable variations in visual style, most of the innovation for sign panel systems has focused on an individual sign’s changeability (Edo Smitshuijzen, 2007). Entorno has proven the typographic capabilities towards the future of these dynamic systems, but where will they live? How can they be displayed? Progressive Asset Management, or PAM, has been a longstanding SEGD affiliate and has started the digital signage revolution with its innovative design, software, and installment of Sofi Stadium, located in Inglewood, California. PAM’s innovative digital wayfinding system was implemented to better help manage the wayfinding flow for traffic and crowds as visitors navigate through different venues throughout the year. Due to Sofi’s wide variety of venues and events, they were in need of a signage system that was as adaptable as their very own venue.

Design Methodology

It is important to acknowledge that, just like fine art, typography is still influenced by periods of successful trends from the past (Unger, 2018). We identify and accept these cognitively shared trends, leading one to conclude that SEGD’s selection of commonly used typefaces for wayfinding systems is based on our exposure and familiarity with these forms alongside the strategic clear visual character guidelines depicted in section 1.3.3 of the 2012 White Paper Update. Once a type designer identifies an unmet need, the initial step is to ascertain the stylistic attributes the font will adopt. When considering this, I heavily relied on the characteristics in the SEGD 2012 White Paper Update for ADA guidelines. Expanding the ideation process outside the normal box typically seen in wayfinding signage is important at this stage. The goal of these
initial experimentation sketches was twofold: to determine the most effective approaches and to also identify faulty strategies, which can be just as valuable in the process of elimination.

The trend emerging for the more successful sketches embodied a taller x-height, shorter descenders, ascenders, sans serif and slab serif characters, a wider width, low contrast in weight, and letterforms that slanted no more than 20-30%. These characteristics also align with common traits seen in approved fonts for wayfinding systems created for maximum legibility and readership, two of the most important aspects of wayfinding typography. By utilizing a slab design, more movement directionally can be achieved based on the length and angle of the serifs that joint with uniform stems.

Letterform Solution

The goal was to see what parts of each letterform should indicate and contain the directional characteristics. Should that movement be placed in the stem, near the baseline, through the weight of the letter, by expanding the width or an expanding stroke? All of which raised the question, "What is the most efficient way to portray movement that is understandable and has the lowest chance of misinterpretation?"

By examining various approaches, I concluded that italicized motion was more effective in conveying meaning than the warped and distorted methods used in previous sketches. To encapsulate this discovery, the partial typeface created will embody two axis points, 1.) left and right, which will be italicized in both directions and 2.) an up and down axis point to convey all possible movements.

Simulated Wayfinding Testing

Before taking any other steps, I had to set initial expectations and goals for what I wanted to get out of this test. The most important factor was if variable typography alone could navigate participants through the course without the help of any other external factors, like arrows or directions.

To accomplish this, I created three different course types

1) Featuring just the animated variable font
2) Containing the animated variable font with an arrow included
3) A stagnant non-animated variable version.

It was imperative to have course number two, with the featured arrow, as a control group or baseline to determine the effectiveness of the other courses with these variables in consideration.

To accommodate the limitations of the gallery space, I chose to utilize only two of the four axes of variation present in the typeface I had designed for this research.

To determine a successful test, these factors were considered:

1) Time per decision point of the control group
2) Number of correct answers or successful navigational paths
3) Learning curve
4) Rate of understanding by the participant

Results

Over six days, 65 participants ran through three different courses. The factors for each course number were collected, analyzed, and compared to determine which content was more effective in guiding participants from the starting point to the endpoint. Each course is given a ranking for each category based on the final data points presented. The rank total represents the cumulative amount received in each category. The course with the lowest rank total, in this case, course one, was the most successful course throughout the duration of testing. Success can be measured based on the degree of proximity to the ideal score of four by receiving a one in all categories. A perfect score of four indicates that the corresponding wayfinding system enables quick navigation, allows all participants to learn its usage with minimal difficulty, and ultimately helps them reach their intended destination on time.
Astonishingly, course number two, originally intended to provide a baseline, was ranked last in directing participants through the course. Despite its efficiency in leading users to their desired destination, it performed poorly in all other categories. While it is true that finding the intended destination is the most critical aspect of this ranking system, the emergence of new technologies and the growing complexity of these systems, such as digital displays and variable typography, emphasizes the importance of categories one, two, and four in determining a successful experience.

Limitations and Considerations

By providing a platform for further experimentation and growth into this concept, it is important to note what could not be accomplished by this series of user testing. The study’s achievement in determining typography’s significance in directional signage depended on a single phrase set at display size. Expanding the experiment by using more content could yield different and more expansive results. It would be intriguing to investigate whether the readability and comprehensibility of multiple signs can be maintained simultaneously with several animations in motion. In addition to this idea, another aspect that should have been utilized within user testing was the effects of societal influence on decision-making. Participants were only allowed to enter each course one at a time without observing the user in front of them. Comparing individual participation with group evaluation within the same three courses could yield different results by introducing a collaborative approach. Regarding ADA guidelines, having a wider variety of participants with disabilities could have also expanded the results of this test for a more inclusive panel of users.

Yielded Takeaways

Using the four identified categories to measure courses one through three’s success and effectiveness (overall time, learning curve, ease of understanding, and route correctness) provides a tool to determine successful wayfinding systems during a design’s user testing process. As indicated by Figure 10, this rating scale allows for any wayfinding systems to be compared to one another to determine which is most successful after gathering categories one through four data points. Before launch, designers can also assess a single system in isolation, without any comparison, to ensure its rating is as close to four as possible for optimal outcomes. The key points and takeaways identified in this research make this rating system suitable for future wayfinding evaluations as a framework for designers to utilize for any number of purposes.
Wayfinding systems incorporate typography as a fundamental component, providing directions, instructing us on how to reach our desired destination, and effectively directing us to where we need to go. User testing results reveal new meanings and potential with how typography can be used within these systems. Not only can type be read, but it has proven that variable typefaces can provide more than textual context by implementing direction to its readers. The use of stylized italics in directional signage is significant in light of the increased prevalence of digital systems and the uptick in variable font usage. With new technology comes new ideas that open up the opportunity for new experimentation with these acceptable norms. The relevance of these results is most significant within the field of EGD for two reasons. The first and most anticipated is that designers of wayfinding systems now have the opportunity to improve the way directional signage could be presented through the use of this variable font when designing for digital systems, as well as discover the option to create other stylized italic typefaces to use in their very own designs. Despite being a new approach for users, the use of italic type as a movement has been proven to have significant learning potential, as demonstrated by the evidence presented in this study.

Until now, there has not been a comprehensive discussion on the significance of incorporating variable typography in EGD. The concept of replicating direction through these axis points indirectly connects to wayfinding practices. Through interdisciplinary exploration, this research adds fresh perspectives and value to both design fields. It contributes to a need for ongoing research and development to further improve and heighten the experience for all users of wayfinding systems in light of technological advancements to digital signage and their display methods.

By providing more ways direction can be interpreted and used within a signage system, the end user will ultimately navigate, learn, and remember the system more effectively. The potential of advanced typography in wayfinding systems is immense, with the power to significantly improve the user experience. In the words of Jean Piaget, "Intelligence is what you use when you do not know what to do. What we see changes what we know. What we know changes what we see.” With continued exposure, any experience can become habitual. The exploration of variable typography is the catalyst for the future development of wayfinding systems, with greater experimentation, which leads to even more significant advancement.
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“This research suggests that directional icons, such as arrows, are not the only means of indicating direction and that variable typography in italic or contra-italic form can be equally effective over time.”
Experiential Design

An Interdisciplinary Certificate Program for Post-Secondary Design Education

Loran Sanvido,
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Abstract
Experiential graphic design (EGD) is a multidisciplinary design field not commonly taught in post-secondary education. Entry-level designers face a steep learning curve when starting in this field due to the specific skills, knowledge, and personal attributes required to design for the built environment. While the position is open to individuals from multidisciplinary backgrounds, an interdisciplinary mindset is necessary for success. Introducing EGD into post-secondary design education can better prepare entry-level designers for the current design challenges and make them more aware of the skills and attributes needed for a career in the EGD field.

To fully understand the entry-level experiential graphic design position, this case study uses a mixed-method convergent design approach. A questionnaire is used to gather qualitative and quantitative data, and ten industry professionals are recruited through convenience and purposive sampling for their experience level. The data gathered is analyzed using data screening, the structural coding method, and the Designers’ Professional Identity framework (Kunrath et al., 2020).

An interdisciplinary experiential design (EXD) certificate program is designed for post-secondary education at the University of Cincinnati, with four components — the Society of Experiential Graphic Design’s (SEGD) Core Competencies, mentorship, reflective practices, and the Designers’ Professional Identity (DPI) framework. These components are the foundation of the EXD program. They are used to create the five courses and one co-operative (co-op) experience that meets the needs of the entry-level experiential graphic design position. The mixed methods convergent design approach is necessary to gather qualitative and quantitative data to understand the position entirely. Participants were selected through convenience and purposive sampling, and they provided data through a questionnaire. This study is bound by the participant’s voluntary time to complete the questionnaire and in the timeframe of this thesis research. Data analysis was conducted through data screening and thematic coding. The results of the qualitative data are interpreted through the Designers’ Professional Identity framework by Kunrath, Cash, and Kleinsmann (Kunrath et al., 2020).

This study seeks to learn how experiential graphic design can become integrated into post-secondary design education. Specifically, the research pursues the following questions:

1) What skills, knowledge, and personal attributes are needed for an entry-level experiential graphic design position?
2) Where does experiential graphic design fit into post-secondary design education?
3) How might an interdisciplinary, experiential graphic design program be designed to better prepare students for an entry-level EGD position and meet the needs of contemporary design challenges?

In today’s post-secondary education, multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary design programs are increasingly popular. This research proposes an interdisciplinary experiential design program called the EXD certificate, which will equip students with diverse skills not typically available in a single-discipline program. By participating in this program, students will become versatile designers capable of tackling problems from multiple angles and working seamlessly in a collaborative environment similar to experiential graphic designers.

Introduction
Experiential graphic design (EGD) is a design practice that focuses on creating visually appealing and immersive experiences for people in the built environment. The built environment encompasses all human-made surroundings built for use by humans, such as buildings, museums, and public places. EGD uses various design elements such as typography, color, imagery, and content to create signage, wayfinding, environmental graphics, and interactive installations. These design elements aid people in navigating and engaging with their surroundings, making their experience memorable.

A successful experiential graphic designer must have an interdisciplinary mindset incorporating knowledge from various fields like graphic design, architecture, urban planning, interior design, landscape design, digital design, and industrial design. However, post-secondary design education seldom includes EGD teachings, which makes it challenging for recent design graduates or entry-level designers to meet the requirements of an entry-level position. Integrating EGD into post-secondary design education can equip students to meet the needs of entry-level positions and raise awareness about the field.

The scope of this case study aims to explore the requirements for an entry-level experiential graphic design position. The mixed methods convergent design approach is necessary to gather qualitative and quantitative data to understand the position entirely. Participants were selected through convenience and purposive sampling, and they provided data through a questionnaire. This study is bound by the participant’s voluntary time to complete the questionnaire and in the timeframe of this thesis research. Data analysis was conducted through data screening and thematic coding. The results of the qualitative data are interpreted through the Designers’ Professional Identity framework by Kunrath, Cash, and Kleinsmann (Kunrath et al., 2020).

This study seeks to learn how experiential graphic design can become integrated into post-secondary design education. Specifically, the research pursues the following questions:

1) What skills, knowledge, and personal attributes are needed for an entry-level experiential graphic design position?
2) Where does experiential graphic design fit into post-secondary design education?
3) How might an interdisciplinary, experiential graphic design program be designed to better prepare students for an entry-level EGD position and meet the needs of contemporary design challenges?

In today’s post-secondary education, multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary design programs are increasingly popular. This research proposes an interdisciplinary experiential design program called the EXD certificate, which will equip students with diverse skills not typically available in a single-discipline program. By participating in this program, students will become versatile designers capable of tackling problems from multiple angles and working seamlessly in a collaborative environment similar to experiential graphic designers.

Personl Statement
As an undergraduate graphic design student at the University of Cincinnati’s College of Design, Architecture, Art, & Planning, I was introduced to experiential graphic design (EGD) through co-op. The University is well-known for its co-op, an educational model where students alternate between traditional academic semesters and work in their field of study to gain hands-on experience. Through this program, I discovered my passion for EGD — a field that combines architecture and graphic design. However, no specific EGD courses were included in the curriculum at that time.

After graduation, I began working as an entry-level designer in the EGD industry. Initially, I struggled due to a lack of preparation, but with time, I progressed to become a senior designer and a co-op mentor. Despite sharing tips and tricks with students, they still faced similar challenges. As a result, I developed self-reflective practices while mentoring them, observing their progress, and reflecting on my growth.

Recently, I left the professional world to pursue a Master of Design degree at the University of Cincinnati in hopes of becoming an educator. During this time, I became an Adjunct Instructor and implemented reflective teaching practices in my courses to help students recognize their
SEGd's membership includes EGD practitioners, industry professionals, educators, and students who come from various design fields (including graphic design, architecture, urban planning, interior design, landscape design, digital design, and industrial design). These practitioners span 16 industry verticals or disciplines defined by SEGd (SEGd | About, 2023). Each vertical aims to improve the user experience by creating memorable and engaging experiences.

These types of experiences are trending in the United States. According to Trend Hunter, the country is in an “Experience Economy” mega-trend—a stable trend capable of influencing for over a decade (Trend Hunter, 2022). This means “consumers are less inclined to purchase products than they are to seek experiences and the opportunity to create memories” (Trend Hunter, 2022). Furthermore, this trend illuminates the potential need for more experiential graphic designers to meet the consumer’s demands for experiences.

More experiential graphic designers are needed in the field to meet these demands. Unfortunately, however, the EGD field is primarily taught in the field like a trade rather than being taught in higher education as a design practice. Historically, design practices began in the field as a trade until the 20th century when an increase in professional design services was needed (Davis, 2017, p. 5). According to Meredith Davis, a Professor Emeritus at North Carolina State University and author of Teaching Design, design education programs were developed to ensure “a predictable supply of competent designers” in their fields (Davis, 2017, p. 5). Design education is now primarily offered at the post-secondary level, typically through universities or colleges, where only a few EGD programs exist. Implementing more EGD programs into post-secondary design education would help develop more experiential graphic designers and meet the needs of the industry.

In 2009 David Gibson wrote in his book A City by Its Name, the word “wayfinding” was not coined until 1960 by urban theorist Kevin Lynch in his book Image of a City. By the 1970s, experiential graphic design was more notably known as architectural graphics, or architectural signage, because these designers “often worked in architectural offices, and their design work related to architectural spaces” (Calori & Vanden-Eynden, 2015, p. 3). However, these terms were seen as limiting to designers and were confusing to those outside the field.

In 1973, a group of designers came together to discuss the increasing importance of sign design and 3D graphic communications in the built environment (SEGd | About, 2023). This led to the creation of the Society of Environmental Graphic Designers (SEGd), which aimed to promote the sharing of expertise, development of best practices, and evolution of the discipline (SEGd | About, 2023). However, in 2013, the organization changed to Society for Experiential Graphic Design “to encompass the ever-changing diversification of its membership” (SEGd | About, 2023).

Only a few EGD programs have emerged in the recent decade. These programs are offered at undergraduate and graduate levels but are inconsistent in their names. For instance, Sheridan College offers an undergraduate program called Experience Design (Sheridan College, 2023), while the Fashion Institute of Technology has a graduate program in Exhibition and Experience Design (FITNYC, 2023), and Iowa State University has a graduate program called Master of Environmental Graphic Design (Iowa State University, 2023). These inconsistencies arise due to the difference in the breadth of knowledge being taught. However, these EGD-related programs at the post-secondary level are a significant achievement for the field.

The most typical place to find EGD in post-secondary education is integrated into graphic design-related curricula. According to SEGd’s Academic Task Force, most courses are offered as electives by adjuncts and lecture faculty who practice EGD (SEGd | Education, 2023). These courses vary by institution, ranging from elective seminars to practice-based studios (SEGd | Education, 2023). Additionally, the SEGd organization notes that students exposed to an “interdisciplinary collaboration” will enter the professional practice prepared to tackle a wide range of design problems (SEGd | Education, 2023).

In 2017, SEGd conducted a skills survey defining the competencies and skills required for professional practice. From the survey, the organization updated its EGD Core Competencies, which are guidelines for educators and professionals to expand the baseline of skills and knowledge needed for an experiential graphic designer (SEGd | Core Competencies, 2023). SEGd, however, does not distill these competencies and skills into a program or curriculum for educators. Nor does the organization mention the importance of personal attributes or overcoming challenges experienced within the field.

To answer these questions, user testing in the form of a questionnaire is the most effective due to the short timeframe. A participant sample of ten participants is sourced using two sampling methods: convenience and purposive sampling. Convenience sampling involves selecting professionals from my LinkedIn network. At the same time, purposive sampling involves selecting participants with professional design experience and experience managing or hiring entry-level EGD designers. Seven participants hold a director or higher-level position; the other three are Senior Designers or Designers with significant experience (10+ years). Once participants agreed to participate in the study, participants were given a digital link to complete an online questionnaire through JotForm.

The questionnaire includes two qualitative questions that relate to applicants for an entry-level position in experiential graphic design. One question inquires how often applicants meet the position’s requirements, while the other asks about their educational background. The purpose of these questions is to identify if there are any consistent patterns across the EGD field that suggest a need for formal education. Additionally, participants are requested to submit a job description from their current employer for this role. Using qualitative questioning, participants are then asked to provide any skills, knowledge or personal attributes that may be necessary for the entry-level position, but not listed in the job description. Similarly, professionals are asked to discuss their expectations regarding the skills, knowledge, and/or expertise they are looking for when reviewing an applicant's portfolio.

In 2009 David Gibson wrote in his book, The Wayfinding Handbook, “there is no single, obvious career path for becoming a wayfinding or environmental graphic designer, but rather an indirect journey that combines interests, talents, obsessions, ideas, training, experience, and mentorship” (p. 25). The winding career path that Gibson describes can also be attributed to the lack of presence in design schools and changing identity over the years. The identified research questions are:

1) What skills, knowledge, and personal attributes are needed for an entry-level experiential graphic design position?

2) Where does experiential graphic design fit into post-secondary design education?

3) How might an interdisciplinary, experiential graphic design program be designed to better prepare students for an entry-level EGD position and meet the needs of contemporary design challenges?
The qualitative data is analyzed with the structural coding method (Saldana, 2015). In this case study, the structurally coded data is sorted using skills, knowledge, and personal attributes into the Designer’s Professional Identity (DPI) framework. The framework provides “a holistic understanding of the major elements that constitute DPI, associated with two overall sets of Personal Attributes (PA) and Design Skills (DS)” (Kunrath et al., 2020). After the data is sorted into the two sets of the DPI framework, each category is tallied and quantified. These quantities reveal the skills, knowledge, and personal attributes most desired for the entry-level experiential graphic designer role. 

Findings

The findings from the collected data show that applicants sometimes meet the job description needs 70% of the time, while 10% rarely do and 20% very frequently do. This shows a need for more consistency in the skills and abilities of the applicants for an entry-level experiential graphic design position. The findings also show that almost 30% of applicants typically have a formal education in graphic design. Other disciplines, such as industrial design, interior architecture, fine arts, digital animation, and fabrication, also apply to this role. This data also suggests that skills and knowledge from all the specialties listed apply to the entry-level position, requiring the applicant to have an interdisciplinary mindset.

It was also found that 100% of participants agreed formal training is necessary for this entry-level position. Participants remarked that employers often invest 12-18 months in training entry-level designers because they are not taught in post-secondary design education. Instead, higher-level designers are often tasked with training entry-level designers, who unfortunately do not have the time to train these young designers.

The data collected about the skills, knowledge, or personal attributes needed are sorted into the Designer’s Professional Identity framework. The DPI framework provides a holistic understanding of the major elements that constitute a designer’s professional identity, divided into Design Skills and Personal Attributes. Design Skills are necessary to execute design work unrelated to the designer. These include cognitive, technical, and behavioral characteristics related to design practice. Personal Attributes are closely related to personality and character. These elements are related to psychological characteristics such as values, emotions, feelings, attitudes, and behaviors, typically developing over time and can influence career development.

The analysis found that cognitive abilities were the most sought-after design skill. In comparison, the personal attribute entry-level experiential graphic designers primarily use are their social abilities. However, if we merge these frameworks, we start to think of the designer as a whole person.

Entry-level experiential graphic designers need both design skills and personal attribute sets to be successful in the EGD field. Interpretations from the data can be assessed holistically when both are combined. These six groups make up the insights gathered from the combined data sets.

1) Design Capabilities: to understand an EGD problem and ideate a solution.
2) Communication Skills: to communicate their work and collaboratively work with others.
3) Expertise: the action and know-how to solve EGD problems.
4) Accountability: taking on a task and seeing it through to the finish.
5) Innovation: embracing one’s work with creativity and curiosity while managing one’s own time.
6) Integrity: the ability to identify with others’ emotions and self-awareness of one’s feelings and abilities.

Overall, design skills play a significant part in the needs of this position, but also personal attributes are needed. These insights emphasize the most desired qualities for an entry-level experiential graphic designer and the areas that must be developed before entering the field.

Triangulation

The triangulation occurs at the convergence of my observations of the EGD field, from my literature review, and through my user testing. My interpretation from the triangulation is (1) the term “experiential graphic design” does not fully capture the field’s multidisciplinary nature, and removing “graphic” from the name would be more inclusive; (2) current applicants have multidisciplinary backgrounds and are not consistently meeting the requirements for an entry-level designer role; (3) the EGD industry thinks a post-secondary education would benefit the field; (4) entry-level designers must have design capabilities, communication skills, expertise, accountability, innovation, and integrity; (5) personal attributes are crucial for success in this field and should be developed along with the SEGD’s core competencies; and (6) mentoring is needed at an early stage of development to fill in the knowledge gaps and provide guidance.

Design

The proposal to address the gap in post-secondary education is to create a post-secondary certificate program for experiential design (EXD), the most pragmatic implementation option. “Experiential Design” is a broader term encompassing a range of disciplines, including environmental design, interior design, interactive design, and experiential graphic design. While “experiential graphic design” typically focuses on the visual and graphic components of a designed experience, “experiential design” includes a broader range of sensory and experiential experiences, such as spatial, interactive, and multimedia experiences. Therefore, using the term “experiential design” for the certificate program allows for a more diverse range of students with different program backgrounds and interests to participate and benefit from the program, as it emphasizes a broader scope of experiential design beyond just graphic design.

This program will be designed specifically for the Ullman School of Design within the College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning at the University of Cincinnati. The program will be open to students who have at least completed their second year of undergraduate studies and are interested in experiential design, interdisciplinary learning, and gaining real-world experience in the profession. The mission of this program is to provide students with a comprehensive and immersive education in the field of experiential design (EXD).

The program involves four components aimed at helping students develop their skills in the field of EXD. The first component, (1) SEGD’s Core Competencies, involves learning the essential knowledge and skills required in the industry. The second component, (2) reflective practice, involves reflecting on one’s beliefs and values and documenting them in writing. The third component, (3) professional mentoring, involves building relationships with industry professionals to get feedback and guidance on navigating one’s interests in the field. The fourth component, (4) the DPI framework, aims to provide students with a holistic understanding of their professional development. These four components form the foundation of the program and guide the creation of its courses and learning objectives.

Interdisciplinary

The EXD certificate program is designed to incorporate a variety of subjects, including design history, visual communication, user experience, and environmental design, resulting in an interdisciplinary curriculum that enables students to explore different approaches to design and gain a comprehensive understanding of the field. The program also offers partnerships with industry professionals and organizations, providing students with exposure to a range of design disciplines and industries as well as the opportunity to work on real-world problems and network with professionals from diverse backgrounds. By adopting interdisciplinary approaches, students can develop a broader range of skills that are applicable across various disciplines, preparing them for diverse career paths and providing a more comprehensive understanding of the design industry.

Contemporary Design Challenges

The design program emphasizes several important aspects. Firstly, it teaches students how to understand user needs and behaviors, and how to create inclusive and accessible experiences. Secondly, the program provides real-world project opportunities through industry partnerships, exposing students to diverse design disciplines and industries. Thirdly, technology is integrated into the curriculum as a tool for solving design challenges, allowing students to create interactive and immersive experiences that respond to user needs. Finally, the program emphasizes sustainable design practices to address environmental challenges, teaching students to create socially responsible experiences.

By incorporating these approaches, the program helps students develop a comprehensive understanding of the design industry, a broader range of skills, and the ability to tackle contemporary design challenges.
Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion
To enhance student engagement and collaboration, it’s important to implement strategies that cater to diverse learning styles and offer various forms of assessment. To promote diversity and inclusion, outreach efforts to underrepresented groups and scholarships aimed at supporting diversity are crucial. Partnering with organizations, community groups, and design firms that prioritize DEI can also provide students with practical experience in tackling real-world DEI issues. By integrating DEI into the EXD certificate program, students can gain the skills and knowledge needed to create more inclusive and equitable experiences and be better prepared to address DEI challenges in the design industry.

Experiential Design Courses, Learning Objectives, & Course Format
The EXD certificate program comprises a comprehensive curriculum consisting of three studio courses, two seminar courses, and an EXD co-op experience. The six courses are: (1) History and Survey of Experiential Design, (2) Storytelling for Impact, (3) Arena Wayfinding Design, (4) Topics of EXD Practice, (5) Digital Production, and (6) an EXD Co-op Experience. Additionally, each course and learning objectives align with the six qualities identified in the research.

Limitations
There are two main limitations to consider. First, this study was conducted in a short time frame, which limited the sample size and data collection method. As a result, all verticals of the EGD field are not represented in the sample size, which could alter the results of the Designers’ Professional Identity framework.

The second limitation is that the proposed certificate program was not tested in a post-secondary setting. The program’s success cannot be determined without testing the certificate program. These limitations provide opportunities for further research to be conducted.

Implications
Using the Designer’s Professional Identity (DPI) framework in a post-secondary EXD certificate could enhance the alignment between a designer’s perception of their profession, their position in it, and the expectation of others (Kunrath et al., 2020). By modifying the structure of course syllabi, the DPI framework can be used to communicate to students how completing courses will prepare them for the profession. This can help to align education and professional practice, which is critical to professional development” (Kunrath et al., 2020).

Another implication of this research is for the program to be developed into an intensive and immersive education program for those interested in experiential design. This learning program type is an accelerated curriculum or a bootcamp-style business platform. These learning programs provide aggregated or bundled content into short, intensive, and rigorous curricula. This format is designed to take motivated individuals from a beginner level to a job-ready state within a shortened time frame of three months to a year.

Conclusion
Experiential graphic design is a professional design field that needs entry-level designers to have specific skills, knowledge, and personal attributes to succeed. However, entry-level applicants have multidisciplinary backgrounds and must gain the necessary qualifications. As a solution, professionals in the EGD field agree that a post-secondary EGD education would benefit the industry.

Experiential graphic design fits into post-secondary education as an interdisciplinary experiential design certificate program. Interdisciplinary programs are becoming increasingly common in post-secondary education, and a certificate program is a practical and recognizable credential. The program’s use of “experiential design” reflects a broader range of design fields beyond graphic design, making it accessible to students with diverse backgrounds and interests.

The proposed EXD certificate program would allow students to learn diverse skills that may not be available in a single-discipline program. The four components —
An EXD certificate program can educate students on this form of communication and relationships, interactions, and the interconnection of people, places, and artifacts. With a pipeline of well-trained entry-level designers, the EGD field can address contemporary design challenges and raise awareness of the industry’s value. Ultimately, entry-level designers can become catalysts for innovation and progress, driving the field into new and exciting territories.
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Floral Design + AR/XR

A Trans-disciplinary Floral Design with Augmented/Mixed Realities

Yeohyun Ahn, MFA, Assistant Professor of Graphic Design and Interaction Design, Graphic Design program, Art Department, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI

Abstract
Floral art utilizes plant materials and flowers to create a visually appealing and eye-catching composition or display. The earliest known flower arrangement proceeds to ancient Egypt. Egyptians decorated with flowers as early as 2,500 BCE.1

The Gutenberg Bible in the 1450s is the earliest major book printed using mass-produced moveable metal type in Europe. It adopted illustrated flowers to value the printed book’s high aesthetic and artistic quality.2

In the modern era, floral design professionally incorporates floral elements using line, form, space, texture, color, balance, proportion, rhythm, contrast, harmony, and unity.

Floral Design + CODE with AR/XR reinterprets traditional art and floral design into a generative floral system. It employs mathematical expressions, computer algorithms, sound, and video libraries. It is a new visual language integrating computational floral art, textile design, type, typography, interactive art, augmented reality, and digital fabrication with floral elements.

It allows the audience to experience immersive floral images using space, projection, and computer vision. This narrative conveys diversified visual messages inspired by nature, healing through arts, and exploring philosophical and religious interpretations regarding life, death, and love.

This visual research suggests a new trans-disciplinary graphic art integrating floral elements and computer vision with physical computing and immersive space.

Introduction
The Bible is one of the most influential and best-selling books ever. It has greatly influenced literature and history in the Western world. The Gutenberg Bible in the 1450s is probably the most famous Bible in the world. It is the earliest major book printed using mass-produced moveable metal type in Europe. It adopted illustrated flowers to value the printed book’s high aesthetic and artistic quality (Figure 1).

In the modern era, floral design incorporates floral elements using line, form, space, texture, color, balance, proportion, rhythm, contrast, harmony, and unity.

This research explores new floral design using creative coding, sound, augmented and mixed realities and suggests novel and immersive floral experiences.

Approach
Floral typography is the technique that combines typography, calligraphy, and lettering to create dynamic, “flourishing” design.3 With the help of floral elements, it makes very tempting and vivid artworks in which the typography seems to be shaped by plants and flowers (Figure 2). It enables to convey of visual messages in artistic ways. The visual styles of this research were inspired by Marian Bantjes’ typographic arts using natural floral materials. Love aesthetically delivers the meaning of love using floral elements (Figure 3).

Floral Design + AR/XR reinterprets traditional floral art into computational graphic art. It employs mathematical expressions, computer algorithms, sound, and computer vision libraries. It is a visual generative system integrating computational floral art, textile, type, typography, sound interaction, and augmented and Mixed Realities with floral elements.

Figure 1. The Gutenberg Bible, the Morgan Library & Museum, NYC, NY

This narrative conveys diversified visual messages inspired by healing through arts, and exploring philosophical and religious interpretations regarding life, death, and love. Conceptually, it was inspired by Korean Contemporary Christian Music, 고품도, Even Flowers, in English. It is a part of the lyric, “It is a visual generative system integrating computational graphic art, textile, typography, Sound Interaction, and augmented and Mixed Realities with floral elements.”

A fountain of life springs up here. When tears pass, sooner or later it will bear fruit. The sound of laughter will overflow, The flowers, the clouds, the wind, the open sea, The sky opens on that day. Everyone will see, Finally the flowers bloom.

Initially, it was created for the solo exhibition, The Bible + CODE II, at Trinity International University in Deerfield, IL in 2019.

Augmented reality is an interactive experience that enhances the real world with computer-generated perceptual information. Using software, apps, and hardware such as AR glasses and web cameras, augmented reality overlays digital content onto real-life environments and objects.4

Floral design + AR is an immersive floral experience as an argument reality (Figure 4). It used the Mirror of Video Libraries in Processing developed by Daniel Shiffman (Figure 4).

Mixed reality blends physical and digital worlds, unlocking natural and intuitive 3D human, computer, and environmental interactions.5 Floral Design + XR is a series of generative self-portraits using the profile image. It uses Face Detection of OpenCV Library in Processing. It automatically detects the facial area of any photos (Figure 7). It replaced the sample image to the profile images in the same code (Figure 8).

Implications
You are beautiful is a self-reflection from the author constantly suffering from lacking self-esteem. It is self-comfort using computer vision. It is implemented by Face Detection of OpenCV Library in Processing again (Figure 9). Frida Kahlo was a Mexican painter known for her many portraits, self-portraits, and works inspired by nature. Floral Selfie + Frida is a homage to her paintings (Figure 10).

5. Ibid.
Hope is a feeling of expectation and desire for something to happen. HOPE expresses a positively growing floral object in adverse situations. It used Geomerative Library, and a seed font, Avenir Next Ultra Light, in Processing (Figure 11). HOPE + AR is another augmented reality with hope using the Mirror Library of Processing (Figure 12).

A Garden Where Hope is Growing is an immersive installation for the audience to interact with generative floral art in a blank and dark space. It is a co-creation with my 10-year child, Scarlett Jin. The small rectangular shape indicates where she plays. The scales of the flowers increase with the real-time sound frequency values. It suggested another mixed reality as a play with the interaction with the audience (Figure 13).

Conclusion
Floral Design + AR/XR suggests a new trans-disciplinary floral design integrating floral elements and computer vision with web cameras and physical computing. It delivers creative augmented and mixed realities using lower-level computation. This research contributes to experiential graphic design to move forward from software or app-oriented AR/XR developments to the creative freedom of AR/XR with coding directly. Ultimately it suggests the future gallery installation as a play with the audience interaction in an immersive space or environment.
Figure 9. You are Beautiful, 2023, by Yeohyun Ahn

Figure 10. Floral Selfie + Frida, 2023, by Yeohyun Ahn

Figure 11. HOPE, 2022, by Yeohyun Ahn

Figure 12. HOPE + AR, 2023, Yeohyun Ahn

Figure 13. A Garden Where Hope is Growing, gallery plan, 2023, by Yeohyun Ahn
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## Abstract

Augmented reality (AR) is a tool that can allow designers to share complex stories about place. Often the history of place is told on site through historical plaques and is limited to text or image alone. AR has the ability to weave together text, image, and sound into a short movie format, taking advantage of visitors’ cell phones. This paper will describe the process of a recent advanced undergraduate studio that uses AR as a platform for telling stories about climate change in California. The class, titled “Graphitecture” looks at different ways that digital tools and mobile media are enriching our reading and understanding of place.

Climate change is often unseen, occurring over decades or more. Augmented reality, a platform available on most cell phones, offers ways to visually compress time and to present changes that might occur over centuries in just seconds. The class, which was piloted (incorporating AR) in 2022 and run a second time in 2023, has woven together a variety of processes: place-based research, architectural drawing methods, digital animation, and finally making augmented reality posters that show particular places in light of climate change.

Not all of the student projects from this studio focus on the negative impacts of climate change. On the contrary, student projects focus on a broad array of themes from the negative consequences of climate change (such as erosion along the California coast) to the positive ways that communities are addressing climate change (such as a utopian ecological living experiment in Berkeley, California).

The paper will present the strategies and outcomes from this class but will also talk more broadly about how incorporating AR can allow more nuanced place-based storytelling to be developed.

## Background of Digital Placemaking

According to the organization Project for Public Spaces, the definition of placemaking can be described as follows:

“placemaking inspires people to collectively reimagine and reinvent public spaces as the heart of every community. Strengthening the connection between people and the places they share, placemaking refers to a collaborative process by which we can shape our public realm in order to maximize shared value. More than just promoting better urban design, placemaking facilitates creative patterns of use, paying particular attention to the physical, cultural, and social identities that define a place and support its ongoing evolution.” (Project for Public Spaces, 2007)

Placemaking, looked at this way is less a static definition of place, but one that invites participation as well as past, present, and future understandings of place. And the idea of digital placemaking combines this fluid understanding of place with digital tools that allow a dynamic process both in the construction and communication of these ideas. Along these lines, digital placemaking has undergone a renaissance over the last two decades as a range of tools have allowed designers to incorporate emerging technologies into the way ideas are combined and conveyed.

This has been analyzed by authors including the media scholar Lev Manovich in *The Language of New Media*. Key to Manovich’s argument around new media, he states that it is “interactive. In contrast to old media where the order of presentation is fixed, the user can now interact with a media object.” (Manovich, 2001)

In the realm of digital placemaking that uses new media, there have been museums without walls (such as Michael Epstein’s Museum of the Hidden City), podcasts that allow users to tour sites with an audio guide (such as Safari-7 by Janette Kim, Kate Orff, and Glen Cummings). And there have been popular games, like Pokemon Go that allow participants to simultaneously occupy the real world and a game space using augmented reality (AR). Many of these projects challenge static understanding of sites either by soliciting participation, gamifying space, or by revealing hidden elements that would otherwise be invisible on a site (such as information about its past).

In the example of Michael Epstein’s work, content is designed to be experienced as Epstein refers to it in a “heads-up media” fashion. In other words, the content is designed to encourage users to look both at their phones and at the world around them. The writer Benjamin Schneider succinctly describes Epstein’s work in the *San Francisco Chronicle*:

“The Museum of the Hidden City is a 75 minute academic and literary exploration of one of the darkest and most significant moments in San Francisco’s history. While there remain some lingering issues with the tech, and a few stops that may or may not stay open as public health rules change, this tour is an engaging, novel way to learn about the city, all while keeping your distance from others. And the stories it tells — about racism, affordable housing, and the evolution of neighborhoods — feel profoundly relevant.” (Schneider, 2020)
Safari-7, another example of mobile media placemaking, merges site-specific podcasts that are curated to be experienced on the 7 train in New York. This project was brought to life by the architect Janette Kim, the graphic designer Glenn Cummings, and landscape architect Kate Orff through studios they taught at Columbia University and Barnard College. Content was developed over multiple design studios and in collaboration with various experts. This content was then deployed through multiple mediums including maps, podcasts, and exhibitions, which solicited visitors’ feedback. While trains are usually just a way to get from one place to another, Safari-7 takes advantage of public transportation as a moment to learn about and engage with the complex ecologies of place. Kim, Orff, and Cummings describe the project on the platform Urban Omnibus:

“The 7 Line is a physical, urban transect through New York City’s most diverse collection of human ecosystems. Affectionately called the International Express, the 7 line runs from Manhattan’s dense core, under the East River, and through a dispersed mixture of residences and parklands, terminating in downtown Flushing, Queens, the nation’s most ethnically diverse county. Here, in territories excavated by Robert Moses’ transportation networks, watersheds constructed by the World’s Fair, and tree canopies stretched across residential street grids, species find systems necessary for survival, develop mating rituals and behaviors amidst inter-species competition and cooperation, and respond to migration, colonization, and disturbances of this dynamic urban landscape. By mapping the complexity, biodiversity, conflicts, and potentials of our urban ecosystems, Safari-7 aims to unpack the role of architecture and the related disciplines in the construction of networks, spatial patterns, enclosures, grounds, rituals, and policies that are the city’s life support mechanism.” (Cummings, Kim, Orff, 2009)

“Drought, wildfire, and floods...these disasters occur on a yearly – if not weekly basis throughout California”
The intention of this initiative was to change the imagery associated with climate change from polar bears and glaciers to images such as sidewalks, lawns, and daily food choices.

Many of the above projects were included in an exhibition at California College of the Arts, organized by Irene Cheng called Platforms: Augmented Histories of Space. As Cheng describes “Platforms explores an array of new digital tools for uncovering the history of buildings and cities. How might historians employ mobile, locative, and pervasive technologies to present their research in more immersive and engaged formats?” This same question has been central to the Graphitecture studio – which asks students to present compelling research using the affordances of augmented reality.

AR Placemaking Projects

One emerging technology that holds vast potential as a placemaking tool is augmented reality (AR). It allows users – either on a specific site, or when seeing an image representing a site, to see multiple layers in space, and allows the user to move around the images in space. As a medium, it allows multiple layers to be revealed over time and adds a layer of spatial interactivity to an image. Artists interested in creatively using this medium have begun to use AR in their own work and have been testing its spatial and temporal possibilities.

Some examples of site-specific augmented reality include Apple’s (AR)T Walk, which in 2019 hosted artists including Nick Cave, Cao Fei, John Giorno and others to produce geo-located artwork in several cities (including San Francisco). These projects created playful site-specific installations. Though the pieces didn’t specifically address site history, they did engage with the technology and encourage participants to interact with the city in a new way. Each artist had a site, located within walking distance of the Apple Store, and on that site works ranged from spinning geometric forms, to poetic elements that visitors had to find in a scavenger-hunt like way. Perhaps the most surprising aspect of these works was the way in which artists were able to play with site (without normal regards that artists would be forced to reconcile with budget). For example, some pieces went super-scale – allowing visitors to see King-Kong-like creatures dancing atop buildings as well as super-small hiding treasure like gems within the trunks of trees.

Collectively, these works incorporate AR in a range of innovative ways, though they lean more towards playing with and gamifying space than addressing the complex histories, layers, and understandings of space that are generally associated with placemaking.

To that end, this last set of precedents for this course are projects that fall into the category of what I’d call “augmented placemaking.” In other words, projects that use AR to heighten an individuals’ understanding of place. One artist who has explored this is Tamiko Thiel who has explored speculative futures through AR in several projects. Two that we, as a class, looked at more in depth include Gardens of the Anthropocene (2016) and Unexpected Growth (2018).

In each of these projects, Thiel imagined futures through the lens of climate change and heightened viewers awareness of the precarious nature of place. In the case of The Gardens of the Anthropocene, Thiel describes the project as it:

“posits a science fiction future in which native aquatic and terrestrial plants have mutated to cope with the increasing unpredictable and erratic climate swings. The plants in the installation are all derived from actual native plants in and around the Olympic Sculpture Park that are tolerant respectively to drought on land or to warming sea waters, and are therefore expected to adapt to the increasing temperatures to come.

Beyond this actual scientific basis, however, the artwork takes artistic license to imagine a surreal, dystopian scenario in which plants are “mutating” to breach natural boundaries: from photosynthesis of visible light to feeding off of mobile devices’ electromagnetic radiation, from extracting nutrients from soil to feeding off man-made structures, and to transgressing boundaries between underwater and dry land, between reactive flora and active fauna.” (Thiel, 2016)

Collectively these projects set a strong foundation of work being produced by artists and designers to inspire students and what they might produce in the Graphitecture: California Changing studio. Next, I’ll provide an overview of the course and how it was taught.
Overview of the Graphitecture: California Changing Design Studio Course

Over the past two years, I have dedicated a specific course I teach, Graphitecture, in the UC Davis Department of Design, to use augmented reality as a tool for placemaking. The project is taught through a series of inter-related phases:

1) Handshake Project (1 week)
2) Case Studies of Digital Placemaking (1 week)
3) Site Research (1 week)
4) Architectural Drawing (2 weeks)
5) Information Animation (3 weeks)
6) Exporting to AR and testing (2 weeks)

Summaries of each of these phases are as follows:

Handshake Project

This is intended as a broad introduction to the creation of effective information graphics. We looked at sources from seminal information visualization books by Edward Tufte as well as several contemporary examples of data visualizations. These examples were followed by a short challenge in which students had to document time relative to something they could observe on a daily basis. As background reading, we used a short segment from Saving Time: Discovering a Life Beyond the Clock, by Jenny Odell. In Saving Time, Odell asks, “What happens when nothing happens...it’s never true that nothing happens. Weather, people, cars, and clouds are all things that move. Even if you were to stand on a vast concrete plaza, in the middle of the desert, you would be surrounded by the swirling of air particles, the movement of the sun overhead, a drifting tectonic plate, and the aging of the mind and body you use to perceive these things.” (Odell, 2023)

Outcomes from this phase included novel attempts at documenting everyday occurrences in surprising ways that conveyed a time component.

Case Studies of Digital Placemaking

The next phase asks students to look at many of the digital placemaking projects described earlier in this paper to understand how design projects use media to creatively engage with the unique qualities of site. Many of these case studies have used information graphics and text to enhance users’ understanding of a specific site. Even projects that use sound (such as podcasts) as a main medium, are enhanced with powerful graphics that create a sophisticated, but comprehensible and digestible user experience (such as Safari-7, which has maps and graphics that accompany the podcast).

Students present this research in case studies analyzing the projects to uncover what they understand the designers process to be.

Site Research

The third phase asks students to do specific site research related to sites. I’ve created a growing list of these sites over the past couple years, with assistance from colleagues (including Simon Sader, UC Davis; Albert Narath, UC Santa Cruz; and David Gissen, Parsons). I chose sites for the students to study that had a relationship to climate change either because of rising sea levels, drought, increasing frequency of severe fire, or disappearing habitat – or on the positive side, because the architecture had been designed in such a way as to consider climate change in a proactive way. For example, the first locally mandated solar panels, or a utopian experimental green building. The challenge, as Lynn Ingram describes in The West Without Water is that much of climate change is visually diffuse. She describes:

“Droughts lack the visual and visceral images of other natural disasters; instead, they creep up on the landscape with no clear beginning or end” (Ingram, 2013)

Some highlights of sites that I’ve included are:

- Apartment buildings in Pacifica that face the triple threat of drought, erosion, and sea level rise
- A building in Mission Bay, a part of San Francisco built over former marshland (which also represents the loss of about 90% of marshland throughout the greater San Francisco Bay)
The first building in California (in Lancaster) that was required by local code to include solar panels

The integral Urban House in Berkeley California that was in experiment in ecological urban living

Collectively these sites represent a range of issues related to climate change from its most devastating impacts to novel ways that architects are considering methods to address our carbon footprint.

### Drawing

The history of architectural drawing is rich with attempts to convey information beyond simply the dimensional qualities of architecture. We begin the drawing phase by looking at precedents of drawings that in their time offered novel ways of documenting space. Highlights from these examples include Giambattista Nolli’s Map of Rome, which just using poche was able to show the continuity of public space between streets and interiors in the 1700s; Zaha Hadid’s urban drawings that merges plan and section; and recent examples such as Lewis Tsurumaki Lewis and Atelier Bow Wow (both work with sectional perspective).

These most recent examples show how section and axonometric have the ability to convey information with space in a method that is visually understandable not just to architects but to a more general public. These techniques allow students to draw in layers that at a fundamental level look like the site they are examining, but hold the potential to easily layer information over it that can convey additional messages at different scales. Students were encouraged to create “plates of information” that could be used to make their drawings into exploded axonometrics – that could in the animation phase be exploded and put back together in a seamless manner.

Students drawings were produced in Rhino (a 3d drafting program commonly used by architects) which allowed them to export 3-dimensional drawings as axonometric style drawings that could be further edited in Adobe Illustrator. The challenge for students, was to add conceptual layers to their drawings built on their research. For example, a group looking at sea level rise, might include lines at the predicted height of water in 10, 20, or 50 years time.

Or they might include where an existing marshland used to be. Or, as one group did, they might add detail to a portion of the drawing, that could be blown up in animation to show how it works.

### Animation

Just as the drawing phase began with an overview of architects’ techniques of representation, we began the animation phase with an overview of motion graphics, specifically related to conveying information graphics so it would be most relevant to students’ work. Examples included many animations from the canon of film title design such as the work of Saul Bass (in the 1960s), Kyle Cooper (in the 1990s), and many contemporary film titles. Because film title designers are often approaching animation from a graphic design standpoint, they are trying to use typography and images often to tell an abbreviated version of a movie through the film credits.

This led to students testing out their own animations, first in short studies, then in longer segments. The nature of AR is that short videos of 30-60 seconds helps give the animations a brevity and clarity that allows students to convey the most important aspects of their site research. To create their videos, students learned Adobe After Effects, a robust video editing software that allows students to import their drawings from Adobe Illustrator as well as to incorporate other elements including video.

### Exporting to AR and testing

The final phase is surprisingly the least technically challenging one as the software to translate images and videos into AR is fairly intuitive and easy to revise. For this course, we used the app called Artivive which has been designed with artists in mind.

Students begin by uploading an image of their poster to the Artivive website, and then they load their animations, which can be loaded either as a single animation or as several animations, each that can be located on a unique plane in space, relative to the poster they will be seen with. Effects range from animating issues like sea level rise, having people occupy the site in different ways, or showing different species as they might occupy the site in the past and/or future.

Graphitecture: California Changing. Exhibited at UC Davis, 2023. Photo by the author
Outcomes and Conclusion

The main learning outcome for students is to be able to tell a compelling story in a legible manner using an emerging technology. What goes into it, researching a site, developing clear drawing methods, and creating a visual narrative. Taken together, these aspects challenge students to come up with a narrative that sparks viewers curiosity and holds their attention with details.

A couple of the most rewarding aspects of the class are seeing students joy when they see their ability to make sophisticated augmented reality experiences come to life. Equally rewarding, is seeing the cumulative work now built over almost 30 projects that is beginning to shape new narratives about climate change in California. Having the chance to share this work at SF Design Week was also satisfying, seeing hundreds of visitors experience the work and engage with it. As I personally hosted the exhibition for the day long event, I was able to witness many visitors that took the time to watch and interact with each poster. Given that museum viewers often glance over material, it was a pleasant surprise to see how the built-in interactivity encouraged users to engage so closely with the work.

On the flip side, there are also many lessons learned in teaching the class. Though most collaborations between students were fruitful, it was clear that many students divided up the work in ways that they didn’t necessarily do each of the steps individually – but one student would focus on drawing and another on animation. In future iterations of the class, I’d like to find ways to encourage each student to work on every aspect that could help make the work even more sophisticated.

As these technologies become more widespread, I could imagine a future when participants may not need to access a special app (such as Artivive) – but just by using their phone’s camera, would be able to access the AR material.

The challenge for educators as I see it, is to hold an equal footing in the research component that asks designers timeless questions, such as how do you understand a site, and how do you make a legible drawing – while at the same time offering support and guidance into emerging technologies that help make the work relevant and exciting to both a design audience and a broader public. Embracing emerging technologies has the potential to pique the public’s interest and with topical material, affect a broader and more meaningful conversation.
“The main learning outcome for students is to be able to tell a compelling story in a legible manner using an emerging technology.”
Metacognitions in the Metaverse

Modeling design approaches to enable climate education through experiences

Hansa Hatrote, MA Exhibition and Experience Design, Experiential Designer

Abstract
The devastating environmental impacts of current and emerging technologies demand a deeper look into how humans conceptualize complex environmental crises. Since human nature thrives on curiosity, discovery, and innovation, limiting ourselves to our needs and curbing our want for newer advancements has never been a solution. The solution is behavioral change—instilling environmentally conscious thinking as we progress to newer heights of human achievement.

Exploring the strategies of metacognition—the process of thinking about our own thinking and learning—and studying the human mind helps us understand how we recognize climate change. Behavioral change is the most significant impediment to solving climate change. Behavior is driven by our cognition, and metacognitive strategies help us understand how we conceptualize complex climate crises. Human behavioral barriers to climate change can be overcome by research and implementation of new learning styles and experiences. As climate education becomes more crucial, finding new effective ways to educate and inculcate climate-conscious behavior is vital. With the rise of metaverse technologies, various studies in the field of education prove the effectiveness of virtual reality—a simulated 3D environment that enables users to explore and interact with virtual surroundings. Metaverse technologies including augmented reality, virtual reality, and artificial intelligence present the opportunity to model climate-conscious behaviors while blurring the line between physical and extended reality experiences. This study will examine how these technologies can be integrated into physical experiences to educate visitors in a non-traditional informal learning experience. This study will then explore how these strategies can be adapted and applied to an exhibition environment to increase climate awareness, inculcate climate-conscious behavior, and pave the path to a greener future.

Introduction
The current climate crisis urges us to find sustainable solutions. Environmental sustainability is finding a harmonious balance between our needs and replenishing used resources. Since human nature thrives on curiosity, discovery, and innovation, limiting ourselves to our needs and curbing our want for newer advancements has never been a solution. The solution is behavioral change—instilling environmentally conscious thinking as we progress to newer heights of human achievement.

The latest and most talked about advancement is the Metaverse, a three-dimensional iteration of the Internet as we know it. A virtual reality where you can eat, work, study, shop, and socialize as you would in your current reality, only with no real-world boundaries. As we are on the brink of unfolding this new medium, the Metaverse is currently at its inception stage and if we do not plan carefully, we may wind up with vast online footprints that create a huge demand for data storage, more products, and more waste. Making climate change a priority as we build the Metaverse will most certainly lay a greener foundation for the future.

Studying the theory of metacognition—the process of thinking about one’s own thinking and learning—is significant because our ideas about our thoughts have a significant impact on the formation of attitudes and subsequent behaviors. Integrating metacognitive strategies in experience design can foster change in individuals’ environmentally detrimental behavior. Furthermore, it can help us design climate educational experiences in non-traditional informal learning environments.

Current and developing technologies are certainly part of the climate crisis but are also tools we can harness in finding and implementing sustainable solutions. Metaverse technologies including augmented reality, virtual reality, and artificial intelligence present the opportunity to model climate-conscious behaviors while blurring the line between physical and extended reality experiences. These when integrated into designed shared environments harnessing metacognitive strategies become very important tools in instilling sustainable values in the generation that builds the future.

Approach
This paper is organized into two sections. The first section explores the strategies of metacognition—the process of thinking about one’s own thinking and learning—and how the study of the human mind helps us understand how we conceptualize, model, and push the envelope of climate change. This study will examine how Metaverse technologies can be integrated into physical experiences to educate visitors in a non-traditional informal learning experience. This study will then explore how these strategies can be adapted and applied to an exhibition environment to increase climate awareness, inculcate climate-conscious behavior and pave the path to a greener future.

The second section describes a proposed project that applies the strategies of metacognition and metaverse technologies explored in my thesis to the design of an innovative experience. Additional research of the target audience as well as the selection of a proposed subject, venue, and client allows for a deeper investigation of the proposed thesis. The proposed project showcases the use of technology for climate education while utilizing non-traditional educational experiences.

Through this thesis and proposed project, this paper identifies a design methodology for spatial designers to develop climate educational experiences that merge physical and digital realities.

Metacognitive Strategies for Experiential Design
Understanding metacognition may be a key way of helping people reconsider their behaviors impacting the environment, further exploring the relationship between metacognition and visitors’ understanding of concepts like climate change and aid in designing educational experiences.

In both formal and informal learning settings, several ways for fostering metacognition have been created. According to a review of the literature, there are seven techniques for enhancing metacognition, as represented in Image 2.
Immersive Experiences and Climate Change Education

“Immersive experiences can help overcome human barriers to climate action.”

The most significant impediment to combating climate change is behavioral, not technological. According to a research study of two billion social media posts, we will soon normalize climate circumstances that were previously considered exceptional. According to the study, people’s perceptions of regular weather are based on events from the last two to eight years.

Fortunately, the immersive experiences that will be a fundamental component of the Metaverse have the potential to tap into other aspects of our brain in order to build new climate consciousness and prompt action. “As with any form of immersive technology, the Metaverse is likely to offer a range of promises the physical world can’t,” says David Markowitz, co-author of “Virtual Reality and the Psychology of Climate Change.”

Immersive experiences produce better learning outcomes, more personalized (local) influence, and greater emotional engagement (empathy) with the issue, according to several virtual reality experiments concentrating on climate and other sustainability challenges. According to Markowitz, gamification is another critical component of the evolving Metaverse, which might operate in tandem with immersive experiences to encourage long-term behavior. The future of content marketing is immersive media. It can be used to generate material that is interesting, interactive, and immersive. New technologies such as virtual reality, augmented reality, 360-degree videos, and others have made it easier for anyone to create a tailored experience for their audience.

Testing and Verification

A full-scale prototype was conducted in an exhibition environment to test various interaction methods and gauge visitors’ understanding and learning of climate concepts. The prototype, called Climate Clock, aimed to make visitors understand the concept of the climate clock and present questions and challenges to solve within a set timeframe. The questionnaire format was used, with physical movements as response collection. Three participants were tested and their behaviors observed. Feedback was collected from all observing participants.
A kaleidoscopic circular immersive room invites and briefs you into the experience.

Wall murals and BAs help set up your profile and connecting the RFID wristband.

A wall of NIKE boxes light up, inviting you to open and unbox them. Inside are discounts, terms to learn and digital takeaways.

An interactive game wall that is motion controlled with jump pads.

An interactive screen to design your own NIKE shoes with an AR try-on mirror to try and collect your digital creation.

An interactive screen that forecasts the future of your city based on your choices.

An interactive screen highlighting water concerns. A pledge table asking you to invite people to pledge together.

An interactive game wall that challenges you to answer climate questions using the game interactive.

A giant cloud dimmed, an interactive screen with prompts that calculate your carbon footprint.

An immersive experience where you face the consequences of your choices throughout the experience.
“If the biggest barrier to addressing climate change is behavioral, immersive experiences can amplify emotional engagement and drive meaningful action.”
The prototype successfully compared various interactive answer collection styles and received positive feedback. The prototype supports the thesis that incorporating metaverse technologies and interactive design in climate education can increase knowledge, perception, and certainty of climate change among users.

**Interview**

Ritesh Lal, a creative technologist specializing in the fusion of art, science, and engineering, discussed the connection between sustainability and the metaverse. He emphasized the importance of creating meaningful and immersive experiences for people, emphasizing the potential of metaverse technologies in pushing the boundaries of physical reality and offering unique and enhanced experiences. The integration of virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) in designed spaces can help visitors adapt to different physical environments, eliciting a wide range of emotions and thoughts. VR fosters empathy with other creatures and provides novel experiences of time and space, while AR enhances our interactions with the physical world.

Ritesh also emphasized the importance of accommodating different learning styles in designed spaces, highlighting the power of extended reality (XR) applications like VR and AR. Different form factors, like mobile apps or desktop web pages, offer diverse ways of presenting information, enhancing the learning experience for individuals. However, there is ongoing debate about the justification of using metaverse technologies, with uneven access and potential to widen socio-economic divides. Carbon-offsetting is a common practice to justify resource usage, but Ritesh cautions that it should only be considered as a secondary solution after exhausting other means of minimizing emissions.

**Applied Project**

ENDGAME: Race against the Climate Clock is a physical exhibition designed for Nike’s Move to Zero initiative; the exhibition is held at the Gansevoort Plaza in New York City, a popular space for branded experiences. This branded experience explores how to integrate metaverse technologies not only for retail marketing as Nike is already doing, but also to fulfill the brand philosophy of pushing boundaries of sustainable innovation. Metaverse technologies such as artificial intelligence, augmented reality, NFTs, and provide new mediums to integrate into experiential learning, with proven effectiveness as compared to other learning methods.

**Conclusion**

Through the first case study, I came across the seven strategies of fostering metacognition. Namely, question-asking, mental modeling, comparing ideas, solving real-world problems, and three strategies that are used in informal learning environments: interactivity, assuming roles, and meeting challenges. This case study also confirmed that fostering metacognition through one of these strategies, in this case, “question-asking,” may be a key way of helping people reconsider their behaviors impacting the environment, especially in an experiential learning environment.

As part of the initial goal, understanding the new age Metaverse as a medium and how to use it as a canvas for learning was vital. The second case study explores the use of virtual reality experiences as an effective mode of learning. The case study proves that virtual reality technologies improve knowledge retention about ecological concepts and are an innovative alternative to standard lesson plans.

Through prototyping, I discovered that people are attracted to new methods of learning. Using a mixed-reality experience can make a topic like environmental sustainability immersive, fun, and interactive. This could potentially lead to behavioral change. There is a scope to explore what ‘phygital’ experiences bring to learning and how they can be incorporated to instigate environmentally conscious behavior.

**Resources**


The Design Charrette

Lessons Learned in Seeking Methods to Accelerate Student Learning

Terry Londy, Assistant Professor, Florida State University

Steven B. Webber, Associate Professor, Florida State University

Abstract
Students in design disciplines learn within a higher education system that is simultaneously divided horizontally based upon discipline and vertically based upon expertise (first- through fourth-year and graduate levels). These divisions provide benefits for the higher education system, allowing faculty to specialize in specific fields taught toward an audience of a certain expertise level, but it does not parallel professional practice. This reality becomes apparent to students when they graduate from college and enter design practice to discover that they will collaborate across disciplinary boundaries with allied design disciplines, engineering, fabrication, and construction fields. In addition, mentorship relationships develop within design disciplines to facilitate professional development of new practitioners as they seek to advance their careers quickly. Educators are seeking ways to bridge this gap between higher education and professional practice using an annual competitive student design charrette in the interior design program at Florida State University. The charrette has just completed its tenth year, and many lessons have been learned during this time. This article will present the challenges and successes encountered with cross-disciplinary and cross-expertise collaboration, the types of design scenarios employed each year, the rationale behind team formation, and the desired direction for improvement with future charrettes in the program. To celebrate the students, their design work, and the growth of the charrette in the FSU interior design program, a gallery exhibition was designed and executed at the conclusion of the most recent charrette and this gallery exhibition is also presented in this article.

Higher Education and Design Practice: Systemic Structural Differences
Educators across design-related fields, and many other disciplines, continually seek ways to improve the education of their students to prepare them for an evolving practice environment. Accreditation bodies provide third-party oversight as they offer guidance to educators, accountability for education systems, and a means for families and students to find appropriate education programs where they will spend significant resources and time in professional preparation. Over time, the complexity of higher education has increased to meet the needs of professional preparation. This has resulted in a thick bureaucracy - the typical university is comprised of colleges, colleges of schools and departments, and these of individual degree programs. It is no wonder that images of silos are used to describe the lack of interdisciplinary interaction among students of varying disciplines (Buchbinder, 2005). In addition, vertical divisions divide student cohorts from one another based upon expertise level (first-year students through senior and graduate level students). This matrix of division, simultaneously by discipline and expertise level, has its benefits within higher education, but it comes at a cost paid by the students when they enter design practice.

The realities of design practice stand in stark contrast to this higher education model. Design practitioners collaborate regularly and frequently with consultants from various disciplines including engineering, fabrication, and construction. Design practice crosses expertise boundaries by engaging newly minted graduates in mentorship relationships. Within interior design, the mentorship process is reinforced by the Council for Interior Design Qualifications with work experience requirements that act as a gateway to take the CIDQ exam (NCIDQ, n.d.). As it relates to accreditation guidelines, agencies such as the Council for Interior Design Accreditation (CIDA) place significant emphasis on preparing students to collaborate across disciplines and to engage in team-based projects (CIDA, 2020). While CIDA does not require it, educators can choose to perforate the expertise boundaries that have been established between students to accelerate student learning.

As educators work to address the practical needs of professional preparation and accreditation standards, they are faced with finding the best methods to do so. Educators consider the interests of their students, weighed in context with what is needed to thoroughly prepare them for their professional endeavors. In this case, student interests and their professional preparation needs align - students place a high value on collaborative learning experiences with diverse disciplines (Walker, 2007). Educators have articulated the challenges presented by interdisciplinary collaboration, but the benefits are worth the additional work required on the part of the instructional team (Neuman, Perrone, & Mossa, 2022).

Design Charrette: Perforating Higher Education Structural Barriers
A competitive design charrette has been an annual effort within the undergraduate interior design program at Florida State University for ten years. The goals have evolved over this time, starting with the initial intent to improve cross-disciplinary collaboration for the students. The need for more cross-disciplinary collaboration in the FSU interior design program became clear when preparing for CIDA accreditation in 2012-13. The faculty considered ways to integrate multi-disciplinary collaboration into the program, but it was inherently challenging due to the makeup of the College – interior design does not have allied design, engineering, or construction disciplines within the College of Fine Arts at FSU. The lack of an obvious solution led to the idea of creating a department-wide student design charrette that would integrate the input of professionals in the community through breakout sessions at the charrette kickoff. Over time, the goals shifted to emphasize cross-expertise collaboration with multi-disciplinary expertise input from less traditional disciplines.

Charrette Logistics
Each year, the charrette involves approximately 120 students spread across 30 teams where each team includes at least one sophomore, one junior, and one senior student. The topic is confidential until a kickoff event where the scenario is unveiled, and interdisciplinary guest lecturers were often invited to discuss a topic pertinent to the charrette scenario for that year. Student teams have four to five days to complete the work when they must have their 24” x 48” poster or board displayed for faculty to judge. Each project is...
judged blind by two pairs of faculty, scores averaged, and winners determined. Within four days of completing the charrette work, students could voluntarily complete a peer evaluation form to evaluate their individual team member’s performance. The scoring from the faculty judging produced a grade for the team. Individual student grades were influenced by the outcomes of the peer evaluation form providing nuance in each student’s grade for the charrette. The peer evaluation was added in the third year of the charrette when it became clear that some students were not devoting an appropriate amount of energy to the work.

Charrette Design Scenarios

The ten years of student design charrettes in the Department of Interior Architecture and Design at Florida State University can be broadly characterized as embracing fantastical design scenarios. The rigor of design studios at FSU I&A&D is high and the design scenarios are typically practical which prepares students very well for practice. The faculty saw the opportunity to offer a vastly distinctive design experience for the student teams through the charrette where students and faculty alike could take creative risks. Over the years faculty have created a variety of creative design scenarios each year for the students:

2014: A safehouse for 50 people and 5 dogs on the Florida State University campus to withstand a zombie apocalypse.

2015: The public spaces of the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory at FSU to engage people of all ages with the innovations created by the scientists at the facility.

2016: The Dohnanyi Recital Hall, lobby space, and a new luthier studio at FSU inspired by a piece of music composed for the violin.

2017: A correctional facility for comic book supervillains that integrated criminal science and the role of art therapy in rehabilitation.

2018: An interior space overlooking one of the cities described in Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities.

2019: A safe haven from a gas attack for influential scientists and automatons set in 1880s London inspired by a steampunk aesthetic.

2020: A Mars habitat in 2050 for 100 scientists who will establish the foundation of a future large Mars settlement.

2021: A mind palace inspired by a piece of poetry.

2022: A hidden meeting place for a secret society on the campus of FSU.

2023: GameOn! A spectator event/game and environment inspired by a nostalgic childhood game or toy.

Refinements to the Student Design Charrettes

Over these ten years, the charrette has been refined to improve logistical factors, the scope of design for the student teams, and the method of creating the student teams. In the early years, the charrette took place in the fall semester, but was changed in the fourth year to occur at the start of spring/winter semester to avoid numerous calendar conflicts in the fall and to allow the 2nd year students to build more skills that they can bring to bear in the charrette. Another change involved the scope of work and level of detail that was given to the student teams at the kickoff. The first three years of the charrette involved actual spaces on campus and drawings for the existing spaces were provided to the students. The fourth year marked a notable change in the work scope and detail level by omitting this portion of provided information and instead expected students to conceptualize the space for themselves. The outcomes demonstrated significant improvement over prior years, so the change was made permanent for future charrette scenarios. A third major change was employed by the charrette creator in relation to the methodology of team formation. In the first two years, the teams were formed based upon student performance to preserve fairness. Starting in the third year, emotional intelligence testing outcomes were used to form teams which provided extremely useful observations related to team dynamics. In the seventh year and following, teams were formed based upon empathy quotient and systemizing quotient testing which allowed the researcher to further analyze team dynamics and the traits of design students. A summary of the emotional intelligence findings is included later in this article.

The Silo Experience of Academia

Multi-Disiplinary Approach in Practice

Cross-Expertise Approach to the Charrette

Figure 1. Higher education is constructed to divide disciplines while design practice calls practitioners to multi-disciplinary collaboration.

Figure 2. Higher education typically creates boundaries between levels of expertise while design practice unites individuals across levels of expertise in mentoring relationships.
Creative Integration of Cross-Disciplinary Expertise

The authors of this study can attest to the challenges of traditional cross-disciplinary engagements in student projects. Because the FSU interior design program does not have allied academic disciplines focusing on the built environment within the College, these partnerships were sought through professional practitioners in the community for charrette scenarios where this made the most sense (2014, 2015, and 2023 primarily). For several of the charrettes, multidisciplinary collaboration was sought, but for various reasons was not able to be secured. In the process of addressing these challenges, faculty have built partnerships with experts outside of the built environment disciplines that could act as cross-disciplinary advisors based upon the specific charrette topic for the year. This aspect of building non-traditional partnerships between design and a variety of disciplines has become one of the most rich and rewarding aspects of this work. The following provides examples of multidisciplinary input into the annual charrette kickoff event:

2014 | Zombie Safe House: A practicing architect, engineer, urban planner, and an academic physician to provide breakout sessions where student teams were presented with compelling topics to consider when designing a safe house to withstand a zombie outbreak.

2015 | Public spaces at the FSU NHMFL: An architect, DisneyImagineer, and scientists provided breakout sessions for students as they were called to redesign the public spaces of the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory on the FSU Engineering campus.

2016 | Dohnanyi Recital Hall: A luthier, master violinist, and live musical performances supported students in redesigning the Dohnanyi Recital Hall at FSU.

2017 | Correctional Facility for Comic Book Supervillains: A nationally renowned expert in art therapy and a researcher in criminology expanded students’ thinking about the needs of prisoners in a correctional facility for comic book supervillains.

2018 | Visualizing Invisible Cities: An art historian provided an engaging lecture on Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities to help students engage in the highly conceptual descriptions of fantastical cities that students were called upon to visualize from the interior of these conceptual places.

2023 | Game On!: An architect specializing in arena and stadium design engaged students with an introduction to designing large spectator event facilities in preparation to design a spectator experience based upon a childhood game or toy.

These multidisciplinary partnerships have served to improved student learning in several ways. First, students were able to learn how to integrate knowledge from practitioners in allied design fields within the context of a specific design scenario. For example, in the case of the 2014 zombie safehouse scenario, students engaged in breakout sessions given by an architect, engineer, and urban planner on relevant topics from their professional points-of-view. Design work was judged on the creative integration of this cross-disciplinary knowledge into the design solutions. Even though the design scenario was fantastical in nature, this interaction between design disciplines mirrors everyday situations in professional practice. Second, students were presented with less traditional sources of cross-disciplinary expertise and they were able to experience how design is impacted by and can have a positive impact upon all manner of knowledge areas and fields of practice. For example, the 2017 charrette scenario described above embraced the disciplines of art therapy and criminology to set the stage for the design students immerse themselves in this theoretical design scenario.

Moving forward, faculty are looking for ways to expand the cross-disciplinary qualities of the annual charrette. The researchers would like to see the charrette incorporate students from multiple disciplines across the university even if they are not part of the typical built environment fields of study. In many ways, the greater the diversity of disciplines, the greater the benefits could be for all involved. In practice, design professionals work for all varieties of clients and a wide variation of colleagues from diverse backgrounds and the charrette could help design students prepare for this reality.
Acceleration of Student Learning through Cross-Expertise Student Teams

The formation of the charrette student teams has evolved over time, with some common characteristics enduring over the ten years. These common characteristics include:

- The teams are typically made up of four students (occasionally five based upon participation totals).
- Each team must have at least one second-year, one third-year, and one fourth-year student.
- Student teams are created by the faculty member who creates and organizes the charrette.
- Several faculty members evaluate the first draft of the team assignments to avoid problematic combinations of students based upon their past studio performance.
- This model of team formation can lead to improved student skills in creative thinking, visual communication, and collaboration. The cross-expertise makeup of the teams can provide less experienced students with opportunities to learn from those with more experience and those who are more seasoned can apply leadership skills. A team of faculty providing oversight of the team formation can limit problematic situations that may rise between team members, ideally removing barriers to learning. As described earlier, a peer evaluation was employed starting with the third charrette which provided students with peer-based accountability further improving team dynamics and enhancing the learning process.

Also in the third year of the charrette, a new strategy was added to the team formation process. The Assessing Emotions Scale (AES) (Schutte et al., 1998), a 33-item emotional intelligence (EI) test, was piloted with FSU IRB approval. Emotional intelligence is “a form of social intelligence that involves the ability to monitor one’s own and others’ feelings and emotions, to discriminate among them, and to use this information to guide one’s thinking and action” (Salovey and Mayer, 1990). The AES is a self-report instrument, was chosen because it has demonstrated reliability (Austin, E. J. et al., 2004), and it has been used in many studies involving college students (Schutte et al., 2009). EI has also been determined to be a contributing factor to performance in collaborative settings involving college students (Offermann et al., 2004).

The pilot test of the AES in context with the third charrette was successful, and it was used for the next several years to collect data on students’ EI that was then used to influence team creation. Students completed the test several weeks prior to the charrette kickoff, the charrette organizer analyzed the data, and then created teams using the data in two primary ways. First, teams were formed based upon total score by grouping high scores together, mid-range together, and low range together. The second phase of this part of the research grouped students to increase diversity of EI scores within the teams (high, mid, and low on the same team). Across all the years using the AES to measure EI, there were no discernible differences in charrette performance in relation to judging the projects. In other words, high or low EI does not result in better or worse design project outcomes as measured through judging the creativity and visual quality of the poster and board presentations.

Two additional observations emerged. First, interior design students demonstrated a higher EI as measured by the AES when compared to other general university students and with two specific disciplines of university students, psychiatry and dentistry (Webber, 2017a). These findings could indicate that EI differs by discipline at the higher education level. It is not yet clear why this is the case, but it could be that students are attracted to certain disciplines due to their inherent traits, including emotional intelligence. Across design disciplines, more research on the trait-level emotional intelligence of students and practitioners could yield important findings leading to improvements in higher education, training, mentoring, leadership, and the overall effectiveness of professional development.

Second, students with high overall EI and those with a high score in the ‘Managing One’s Own Emotions’ category receive better peer evaluations from their team members on the charrette (Webber, 2017b). EI scores
of students were compared to the results from the peer evaluations for three years’ worth of data. Students who scored low in overall EI and low in the category of ‘Managing One’s Own Emotions’ demonstrated a higher frequency of scoring less than perfect on the peer evaluations. In other words, high overall EI and high ‘Managing One’s Own Emotions’ subcategory of EI as measured by the AES increases one’s likelihood of being perceived positively by peers on a collaborative project. This observation could be transferable to professional scenarios, providing an additional learning opportunity for students as they prepare for design practice.

In summary, this line of research in connection with ten years of student design charrettes in an interior design program has yielded results in perforating expertise boundaries among students. First, faculty can use these lessons to build cross-expertise teams that accelerate student learning for those with less experience and provide an environment where more seasoned students can develop leadership skills. Second, a peer evaluation metric immediately following the completion of the charrette provides a means of accountability amongst students enhancing the learning process and mimicking the accountability of team collaboration in professional practice. Third, using EI as a metric in the background of the charrette can provide insight that faculty can use to improve professional training for students as they seek to know themselves more fully and what will be expected of them in professional practice as they work in cross-disciplinary and cross-expertise teams. The charrette provides an opportunity to mimic the team dynamics of professional practice in a manner that can be enjoyable and highly engaging for both students and faculty.

The Gallery Exhibition: Celebrating Ten Years of Student Design Success

Each year the charrette student work phase concluded with displaying the work in a prominent hallway in the William Johnston Building on the campus of FSU. The charrette boards and posters would remain on display for several weeks allowing students, faculty, and visitors to enjoy the work. Immediately following the completion of the work faculty conducted the judging process, scores were tabulated, winning projects were determined, and were then announced at an awards ceremony. For the tenth charrette, this rhythm was repeated, but it was coupled with a gallery exhibition that celebrated the nine prior years of charrettes and their winning projects along with all the student project entries for the tenth year with special recognition for the winners. The gallery opening was positioned as the culmination of the awards celebration with a social gathering and refreshments.

This tenth charrette awards celebration served as the perfect moment for an immersive storytelling exhibit highlighting the previous nine years as well as an opportunity to showcase this tenth year of student design solutions in a gallery setting. The exhibit strategy focused on three parts:

To Immerse: Create a level of activity that will surround the visitors on all sides with enticing visuals and reflection.

To Connect: Build connections with the visitors and participants through nostalgia and the previous year’s design story and winners.

To Inform: Highlight the connection between the heritage of the charrette and the 2023 edition to provide a platform to display the current student work.

With 50 linear feet of floor-to-ceiling windows commanding an entire side of the gallery, this presented the opportunity to tease the exhibit by showcasing each year’s iconic theme through logos applied as window graphics. The vinyl graphics served as a branded timeline for each year’s unique topic, and as visitors would traverse the building atrium, they were given a subtle hint of the charrette exhibit.

As each visitor enters the exhibit, they were provided a sense of welcome through an overview of what the current gallery experience would include. The gallery content to come was highly detailed, so this entry experience was crafted to condense the charrette to its essence using an informative faceted timeline showing an overview of each year’s charrette topic. This repurposed foam core timeline employs an undulating rhythm that is intended to reflect each charrette’s unique design problem, design requirement, and solutions. On a pedestal, adjacent to the timeline was a curated 4-person Uno game giving the visitor an invitation to play a hand as they enter. The running game would be self-governed, inviting interaction, as well as setting the tone for the 2023 charrette theme.

At the gallery entry, the timeline was affixed to a wall at an angle that would naturally direct visitors to the gallery. The wall was placed at an angle that would immediately set the tone for the 2023 edition to provide a perfect moment for an immersive storytelling exhibit.
Figure 9. “Champions Row”: Nine years of charrette winners.

Figure 10. GAME ON! Introduction poster and student design boards.

Figure 11. View of the gallery overlooking the GAME ON! student work and relics.

Figure 12. GAME ON! Winners wall with past relics & inspiration resources in the foreground.
As the visitors exit “Champion’s Row” and enter the nucleus of the gallery space, they were greeted with the 2023 charrette introduction poster and the spectacular visual presentations of the 24 student teams. The 2023 design theme was developed to be a crescendo of sorts in the life of the charrette at FSU. The depth of storytelling, connection to the viewer, and overall scale of the exhibit reflects this intent. The topic of 2023, “GAME ON!,” leveraged each student’s personal experience by using the inspiration of a childhood game and transforming it into a stadium environment. The student teams designed the spectator and player experience, the playing surface or volume for the game, and they conceptualized the game rules.

“GAME ON!” was brought to life in the gallery by emphasizing the students’ design boards and supporting these with relics from nostalgic games of the recent past. Relics were selected to engage visitors in conversations, connections, and storytelling of their own. The relics featured monopoly property cards, a dodge-ball, stacked Jenga pieces, and a running Perfection game. An elongated pedestal featured books, figurines, mementos, music, and film relics in reference to the pre-2023 charrettes. This elongated pedestal provided the visitors with a transition to the final area of the gallery.

Finally, after the visitors explored each unique student board and thematic relics, they were presented with the 2023 Charrette winners feature wall that highlighted each prior year’s winning team with their 24” x 48” presentation board. Each winning board was accompanied by an informative poster of the same size detailing the theme for that charrette, the kickoff event, unique requirements, and outcomes.

Looking ahead at the next ten years, the researchers are considering ways to improve the annual charrette. One idea is for the charrette to reach out into the community with an eye towards engagement, offering design solutions to real-world problems, and aligning with local practitioners. Another area for improvement is in cross-disciplinary collaboration within student teams. A lack of built environment disciplines within the higher education structure should not be allowed to stop faculty from pursuing this goal. Answers to this challenge can be found in what started with inviting cross-disciplinary experts from a variety of fields to provide lectures and breakout sessions and has grown through the connections made via the gallery exhibition. Design benefits from and provides benefits to countless diverse disciplines. Establishing a common ground between design and medicine, literature, history, criminology, urban planning, engineering, and architecture is just the beginning.

“Establishing a common ground between design and medicine, literature, history, criminology, urban planning, engineering, and architecture is just the beginning.”
Resources
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Abstract
This paper explores the intersection of strategic communication, social impact, and experience design in addressing interconnected and complex social issues that pose challenges to understanding and collective action. It emphasizes the need for data-driven communication strategies to navigate the complexities of these crises and generate action. Leveraging insights from social science research, the paper highlights the importance of tailored strategic communication that acknowledges and addresses the diverse motivations shaping individuals’ thoughts, emotions, and actions toward social issues.

Drawing upon research from the Yale Program on Climate Change Communication, the paper examines population segmentation based on beliefs and attitudes toward climate change issues in the United States. These population segments are utilized to develop targeted communication strategies most likely to appeal to individuals’ needs and desires. Finally, the paper identifies opportunities for further research, including the development of communication strategies for other social impact issues and the exploration of evaluation methods for assessing the social impacts of design interventions.

Introduction
Today we live in an age of polycrises – multiple concurrent crises that are interconnected in ways that amplify their pain points and make them difficult to disentangle. The crises we face today are often interconnected on a global scale, exhibiting long delays between cause and effect, and intertwined with various political, social, and economic factors. The complex nature of each crisis often gives rise to a sense of intractability. We need new communication tools to help us understand the complexity of our modern world and take collective action toward solving these crises.

At its very core, experience design is about creating environments that improve the human experience, whether it is helping people find their way, communicating important information, fueling a dialogue between inhabitants of the space, or simply creating a sense of place. As social impact becomes increasingly important for experience designers to engage in and aspire to, they have begun to investigate how strategic communications meant to inspire action can be integrated into the practice of placemaking.

To generate social impact, strategic communication must be customized to address the diverse motivations that shape individuals’ thoughts, emotions, and actions in response to social issues. By leveraging insights from social science, designers gain a deeper understanding of the attitudes and behaviors exhibited by the general public, equipping them with tools to create impactful experiences. Drawing upon social science research allows designers to effectively address collective action problems, such as climate change, by shaping perceptions, fostering engagement, and driving action.

In this paper, research from the Yale Program on Climate Change Communication is examined, investigating population segmentation based on beliefs and attitudes toward climate change issues in the United States. This research identifies distinct audience segments that allow communicators to gain valuable insights into the preferences and needs of individuals. Recommended communication strategies for different populations follow an overview of the existing research; these strategies can help designers effectively inspire collective action for positive change.

Existing Research
Since 2008, researchers at Yale and George Mason University have conducted nationally representative surveys that investigate public climate change beliefs, risk perceptions, and policy support, as well as the underlying psychological, cultural, and political factors that influence them (Malbrough 2008). The original 2008 data was utilized to conduct a segmentation analysis to identify different audiences within the American public that each responds to climate change differently. This research, spanning 36 measures of global warming beliefs, preferences, and behaviors, identified what has since become known as “Global Warming’s Six Americas” (Leiserowitz 2011). The Yale Program for Climate Change Communication has since periodically updated its analysis, providing insights into the relative proportion of each population segment and their individual beliefs. The latest Six Americas report, published in December 2022, segments the population into six groups:

The Alarmed are convinced that the identified problem is real, serious, and urgent; they also strongly support immediate government policies to remedy the issue.

The Concerned have a similar attitudinal valence to the Alarmed, but are separated by a lower issue engagement – they typically place the issue at a lower priority and are thus less likely to support immediate action.

The Cautious haven’t decided yet on the facts; they need some convincing.

The Dis-engaged are, as their name suggests, broadly disengaged from the issue at hand and rarely think about it or act on it.

The Doubtful lie further on the spectrum of attitudinal valence and generally doubt the factual merits of the issue.

The Dismissive strongly do not believe the facts of the issue at hand, strongly oppose action by governmental bodies, and often support conspiracy theories and other propaganda.

The Dismissive strongly do not believe the facts of the issue at hand, strongly oppose action by governmental bodies, and often support conspiracy theories and other propaganda.
Communication Strategies

To fully leverage the Six Americas report, it is important to understand the two key dimensions underlying the segmentation – attitudinal valence and issue involvement. Attitudinal valence represents the emotional or affective aspect of an individual’s attitude toward climate change and measures how strongly an individual accepts or rejects the scientific facts. Issue involvement measures the personal relevance or importance an individual gives climate change, as well as their attitudinal certainty around it. High issue involvement implies that individuals are deeply interested, knowledgeable, and emotionally invested in climate change, actively seeking information, and likely to participate in discussions or actions related to global warming. Conversely, low issue involvement suggests a lack of personal relevance or concern, resulting in less attention, knowledge, and engagement.

These two metrics can provide substantial insights into population segments. For example, both the Alarmed and Dismissive think about climate change frequently and have strongly held beliefs about the matter (high issue involvement). However, the Alarmed understand the key facts about climate change (high attitudinal valence), while the Dismissive reject facts and messages consistent with science (low attitudinal valence). The remaining population segments have low issue involvement but varying attitudinal valences.

By understanding the underlying metrics, experience designers can develop effective communication strategies that are most likely to elicit action from each population segment.

Strategy: Know Your Audience

The most important strategy is to know your audience. While this is a truism of general public communication, it is crucial for communicating the realities of climate change. A recent study concluded that over 80% of Americans underestimate the prevalence of support for major climate change mitigation policies and overall climate concern by more than a factor of two (Sparkman 2021). While 66-80% of Americans support these policies, Americans estimate the level of public support to be between 37-43% on average. What this research makes clear is, despite the truism, most designers do not know their audience.

The Six Americas report confirms the general support for climate change mitigation policies, with 70% of the population having a positive attitudinal valence (belonging to the Alarmed, Concerned, or Cautious segments). Only 22% of the population rejects climate change science (the Doubtful and Dismissive), while only half of those in this margin are actively engaged against climate policies.

However, these figures represent national averages and should not be solely relied upon for targeting specific audiences, as attitudes toward climate change can exhibit significant variations across different locales and regions (Howe 2015). The Yale Program for Climate Change Communication provides several tools that can be used to identify more local trends in climate opinions. The first tool is the Yale Climate Opinion Maps,1 which summarizes trends in climate opinions at the national, state, county, and congressional district levels. A second tool is the Six Americas Super Short Survey (SASSY),2 which uses four questions to quickly align an individual to one of the six population segments. The ability to hyper-localize trends through a survey is particularly beneficial for experience designers, as it allows them to account for the demographic variations among visitors that may diverge from more general trends. This consideration is especially relevant due to self-selection bias, where individuals who choose to participate in specific physical spaces, such as university buildings or office buildings, may exhibit different attitudes and preferences regarding climate policy. By acknowledging and addressing this bias, experience designers can ensure that their communication strategies and designed experiences are attuned to the specific demographics and perspectives of the visitors in those spaces.

Strategy: Break the False Social Reality

Climate change, like many social impact issues, is a collective action problem. This requires individuals to recognize the problem as a threat and to engage in coordinated actions to create major social change. Underestimating public support for climate change action counterproductively affects both aspects of collective action. Individuals rely on social responses to accurately identify and perceive threats; if individuals believe that the general public doesn’t see climate change as a threat, then they themselves are less likely to view it as a threat (Fischer 2011). Similarly, individual actions alone are insufficient – long-lasting structural changes require a coordinated effort. Individuals are less likely to act when they perceive that others aren’t acting in concert with their own individual actions. It is clear from the research that most Americans live in a false social reality where they dramatically underestimate each other’s support for action, which helps to reinforce the notion that collective action faces an uphill battle. A primary challenge for designers is to help break down the communication barriers so that audiences understand their desire for positive social change is not a minority opinion, and that their individual actions are, in fact, part of a larger coordinated action meant to create long-term structural and social change.

Strategy: Focus on Actions

A key interpretation of this research is that in their work, designers must communicate that most of us are aligned on the reality of the climate crisis – therefore, our public communications should not be focused on conveying the facts of climate change. The majority of Americans agree that global warming is happening (72%), will harm future generations (71%), and is caused by human activity (57%) – there’s no further need to debate the scientific merit of action on climate change.

When we look at the audience segments, the Alarmed are eager to know what individual and collective actions they can take to help reduce global warming. These are the members of the population that are the most engaged on this issue. They have the highest belief in global warming and are the most motivated to take action – they are extremely likely to take concrete actions if designers/communicators engage with them about the next step to take. The Concerned are less liberal and less engaged than the Alarmed but still believe that action must be taken – just not as urgently as the Alarmed believe. By placing actions front and center and making them easy to complete, designers can engage the Alarmed and the Concerned segments of the population.

There is a widespread misconception that there is a significant opposition to actions necessary for our political systems. Voters generally vote based on various factors, and research shows that climate change is a relatively low priority for most (Leiserowitz 2022). While four out of ten voters acknowledge that climate change is a very important issue, only 4% of voters chose it as their top priority, and it ranked the 24th most important issue out of 29 possible issues overall.

---

1 https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/sassy/
2 https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/dassay
A primary challenge for designers is to help break down the communication barriers so that audiences understand that their desire for positive social change is not a minority opinion.

Another challenge is the rapid rate at which circumstances change, and the desired action might change. Experience designers creating experiences for the built environment frequently design environments that will last 10 years or longer, meaning that references to specific political actions, such as legislation, may fall out of date and become irrelevant quickly.

Instead of political action, it is recommended that designers encourage their specific audiences to join local non-partisan groups focused on mobilizing their communities on climate issues. This serves a two-fold purpose: first, by connecting our audiences to a larger organization, we help connect them to other individuals who share their interest in collective action; second, this allows local groups to organize individuals based on the current needs of the overall movement. In short, designers can be most effective when they collaborate with existing organizations to amplify their voices and mobilize individuals.

Strategy: Focus on Locality and Urgency

Six Americas has shown that the most successful strategy for converting Concerned and Cautious members into action is to focus not on the facts but on the issue’s urgency. These two segments (44% of the population) are convertible in that they have weak issue engagement, with a weakly held attitudinal valence – they believe and support the facts of climate change (albeit weakly), and they are very weakly engaged with the issue and unlikely to take action.

A large proportion of these population segments believe that climate change is real but simply don’t believe that the problem will affect them personally. A common view amongst these individuals is that climate change is a problem that will affect the developing world the most (in another place) or that it will affect future generations negatively (in another time) – but since they won’t be impacted, there isn’t an urgent need for action. This view of climate change as a distant problem lacking personal relevance is the belief that needs to be directly addressed.

Designers should structure their narrative to emphasize that climate change is an urgent and widespread issue. This means shifting the narrative to focus less on long-term impacts such as long-term weather patterns or changes to sea levels and instead focusing on short-term impacts on human lives and property. As these audiences are typically less engaged with climate change, it is important to focus on simple, short, and clear messaging that is repeated often to ensure that these impacts are conveyed.

Strategy: Ignore the Dismissive

The Dismissive are a unique audience that rejects climate change as an issue of concern. They have both a strong attitudinal valence, firmly rejecting scientific claims about global warming, and a strong issue engagement that makes them extremely certain in their views and very likely to propagate their views to others. The Dismissive are the most likely group to spread propaganda and misinformation related to climate science.

Given these factors, the best strategy for most designers seeking to create social impact is to ignore this group. As of the latest Six Americas report, the Dismissive only comprise 8% of the population – a small enough percentage that they are unlikely to serve as a major obstacle to structural change. Six Americas research has shown that communicating climate change to the Dismissive can even cause a backlash, further antagonizing them and entrenching their opinions. It is best not to address these population segments that reject climate science.

Future Work

Success in strategic communication is not marked by the production of an object or the completion of a project, but through observation, feedback, and assessment over the long term. Feedback is a critical requirement of design for social impact in that it measures success not based on what the designer thinks has been accomplished but on the user’s needs, experiences, and responses. Designing for social impact must be measured both by the immediate gains—does the designed system function as planned—as well as the changes that occur when people engage in real time and space with those systems and how change is created.

As this is an emerging field of study, there may be room to examine what a successful case study would comprise. The social impacts we are asking to measure relate to chronic, systemic issues that require long-term impact studies to draw any significant conclusions.
This is a large shift in evaluation for most experience designers, and how one can properly plan the evaluation of the social impacts of their work is an open question that merits further research in the field.

There is also substantial work that could be done in developing communications strategies for other social impact issues with perception gaps – disparities in how they perceive the beliefs of the American public and what the public believes. Recent research has shown that, like climate change, several other intensely debated social issues possess perception gaps of over 20% [More in Common]. While this research shows the existence of a perception gap, it does not segment the population into functional groups based on their attitudinal valence and issue engagement and thus does not propose novel communication strategies. The development of communication strategies for a variety of other social impact issues is a clear topic of research where collaboration could occur between designers and social scientists.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the convergence of strategic communication, social impact, and experience design provides a powerful framework for addressing the interconnected and complex challenges of our modern world. The need for new communication strategies that navigate the intricacies of these interconnected systems is evident, and leveraging insights from social science research proves invaluable in creating tailored communication strategies. By understanding the diverse motivations that shape individuals’ responses to social issues, designers can develop experiences that generate social impact and inspire collective action.

The examination of population segmentation research, particularly in the context of climate change attitudes, highlights the importance of understanding attitudinal valence and issue involvement for effective communication. Designers can utilize this knowledge to identify distinct audience segments, gain insights into their preferences and needs, and craft targeted strategies that resonate with different populations. It is crucial to recognize the significance of knowing your audience, focusing on concrete actions, and emphasizing locality and urgency in driving meaningful change.

Ultimately, the design for social impact is an ongoing journey that requires continuous learning, adaptation, and collaboration. By harnessing the power of strategic communication, social science research, and experience design, we can create transformative experiences that empower individuals, inspire collective action, and contribute to positive change on a global scale. Through interdisciplinary efforts, we can forge a path toward a more sustainable, inclusive, and equitable future.

**Resources**
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Abstract
This project, Land of the Blacks, brings forth awareness of the African Diaspora and its role in establishing of New York City, and addresses issues of cultural displacement, erosion, and social history. In the book, Black Landscapes Matter, landscape architect Walter Hood declares that designers can reimagine segregated urban landscapes that can be reborn again.

Hood's statement is vital for driving how designers tackle critical conversations around Black landscapes and racialized spaces that address reimaging Black public spaces. The project Land of the Blacks provides graduate students with a way to reconstruct the visitor's experience of historical New Netherland, later British New York, during the first century of what became New York City in the United States. Today, the mentioned Black space is located in what is now Washington Square Park and the surrounding areas, such as SoHo, East Village, and West Village. Generally, the local community must learn more. However, through the Black Gotham Experience, founder Kamu Ware has reconstructed five tours, and Land of the Blacks is the first in this series of tours. This tour was pivotal to crafting the narrative for the entire project and grounding Black geographies of what was once a free Black community.

This public space changes the narrative of cultural displacement, erasure, and social history by prompting the designer to choose collaborative approaches that apply situation-centered propositions over solely adapting the user-centered strategy for the interactivity of such places/spaces. In designing to activate public spaces, branding, interactivity, and public art can transpire through multiple modes of how people choose or are directed to navigate such ecosystems of green spaces. With social design integration, many designers are adapting humanitarian strategies, which are a necessity for the inclusion of participatory design and gamification with systematic issues concerning accessibility and usability through every phase of concept development, such as the branding of graphics and the inclusion of technology, materiality, and sensorial modes and their relationship upon the built environment and public space. In our daily lives, such systems have become more commonplace as bodies have grown more comfortable interacting with technology, branding, civic engagement, culture, democracy, design, politics, product design, and public space, all of which are still being fleshed out.

Introduction
Land of the Blacks is derived from my interaction with architects, designers, educators, and Black Memory Workers currently engaged with Black cultural geographies, interrogating Black spaces, and preserving their historical legacy through various modes of documentation. My connections have been with Dark Matters University (DMU), which grew out of the killing of George Floyd in May 2020. DMU draws from the BIPOC community throughout the United States, challenging academic institutions' pedagogical architecture and design. DMU calls for more inclusive practices and collaborative teaching models within the academy, along with more professors of Color and administrators.

Essentially, “Land of the Blacks,” was the first free Black community in North America, in what was called New Amsterdam, in 1642. The Dutch West Indies Company brought enslaved Africans to New Amsterdam, where they were used to fight against the Native Americans. Eventually, the Africans petitioned for their freedom, which they were granted, and were given land. By 1643, a small town called the Land of the Blacks was settled. In 1655, Land of the Blacks was over twice the size of SoHo today. Families settled the land, creating farms and businesses and building a community encompassing the Washington Square Park area and parts of North SoHo, Chinatown, and East and West Village. [1]

Black Landscapes Matter by Walter Hood was my point of interrogation. Hood declares that as designers, we are responsible for designing Black spaces.

In the introduction of Black Landscapes Matter, Walter Hood states the following:
“Black Landscapes matter because they can be “born again.” They exist all around us and are continuously resuscitated. Doing so requires care in how we exhume and resuscitate these landscapes to ensure that their resonance and power are not lost. Maybe some Black landscapes have become vernacular: we now have a Malcolm X Plaza, a Frederick Douglass Circle, an Invisible Man sculpture in Harlem, an MLK memorial in Washington, DC, and a plethora of new landscapes, conserved to correct history. But we need something more powerful—not simply pedagogical, not a vernacular past, and not merely a chronicle to correct history, we must see the original condition as “holy and beautiful.” We must be audacious in what we bring forward. Black Landscapes matter because they are renewable. We can uncover, exhume, validate, and celebrate these landscapes through new narratives and stories that return us to our origins. The contested and the forgotten landscapes, renewed through myriad expressions, can give us incentive to obligations for years to come.” [2]

Approach
The students work in teams; each is given a name, much like they would as design firms pitching proposals for clients. Teams: Werk-it: Cameron, Emily, Steven; Public Lab: Laura, Janine; Now Motion: Caroline, Flavia, Tanisi; Us Viewers: Janelle, Sonali, WaniTing

Our research phase consisted of a tour of the Land of the Blacks site by Kamau Ware, founder of Black Gotham Experience. Ware weaves a visually engaging story, taking the students through the site, which is Washington Square Park, located across from New York University. He’s a brilliant storyteller and historian who provides explicit details of individuals who lived and owned farmland in 1642 and the history of New Amsterdam before it was New York City. “Land of the Blacks,” is the first of five tours offered by Black Gotham Experience, ending in the Wall Street area of Lower Manhattan. During this site tour, Ware discusses the joint partnership in 2022 between the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) and NYC Parks that built the plaza and how he was invited by NYC Parks to name the site. [3] He decided to call it Manuel Plaza, which honors Manuel de Gerrit de Reus, Big Manuel, Clyn Manuel, Manuel Sanders, and Manuel Trumpeter. These five Black men were among 28 land grant recipients in the area earned by people of African descent between 1643 and 1663. [4]

Then the students were introduced to the BlackSpace Manifesto, produced by BlackSpace, a collective of architects, artists, designers, curators, writers, and storytellers. BlackSpace Urbanist Collective grew from the Black in Design conference held at Harvard University in 2016, organized by the Black Student Union. Peter Robinson, guest speaker, Professor of Architecture at Cornell University and a board member of BlackSpace, discussed the inception of the BlackSpace
Manifesto development. He further stressed the importance of listening to the community since they offer lived experiences as subject matter experts. The teams developed a creative brief outlining the scope of objectives and design deliverables. Some conducted additional site visits to observe Washington Square Park, Manuel Plaza, and the surrounding area at different times of the day.

Each team designed a branding system that functioned across platforms from analog to digital and 2D to 3D. Along with ways of activating spaces, they developed interactive kiosks, other interactive devices for storytelling, street graphics, plus a printed zine that documented history. The proposed clients included Black Gotham Experience, Community Board 2, and the NYC Dept of Parks. Each team was required to select two or more BlackSpace Manifesto principles. Also, they had the option of combining biophilic patterns with the principles.

**Implications**

Working in tandem, each team tackled their projects based on concepts derived from creative briefs. The teams’ outcomes differed in how they addressed branding design and activating public spaces meshing with the chosen BlackSpace Manifesto principles.

**Werk-it**: Cameron, Emily, and Steven used the theme “Common Thread” to develop in-person and digital experiences for visitors. Figurative wire motifs were part of the wayfinding and activation systems marking Black geographies throughout the park. They included seating and public art, often left out of such conversations. In addition, interactive QR Codes for phones guided visitors through Washington Square and to Manuel Plaza.

**Public Lab**: Laura and Janine

The teams Branding Identity for, “Land of the Blacks” was superimposed over an abstract representational map of the location. They illustrated characters and voice-overs and created posters and LinkNYC kiosks throughout the neighborhood. People walking through the area could learn about the site before visiting Washington Square Park.

**Now Motion**: Caroline, Flavia, and Tanisi designed interactive wayfinding kiosks and storytelling devices to capture the historical legacy that supported the mission of the Black Gotham Experience. Through secondary research, they referenced the Ghost Houses used as open framework houses paired with interactive kiosks. Both served as portals for the storytelling of the first free African settlement in North America. Besides the manifesto, they meshed biophilia patterns, natural analogues (Complexity & Order), and Nature of the Space (Mystery). They also sought out collaborators within the surrounding community.

Paired with manifesto principles, Us Viewers wanted to tackle preservation by amplifying Black joy and cultural engagement using public art as artistic expression. They adapted Walter Hood’s quote, “Black Landscapes matter because they can be ‘born again,’” to explore ways of delivering untold history in Washington Square Park and Manuel Plaza. The team referenced artists’ work throughout their project and in the interactive kiosks. Land of Colors functioned throughout their designs as a core connector; they used mapping to inspire branding identity, colored the sectors, and overlaid the logo. Street graphics wound throughout the park, directing visitors along pathways.

For nighttime, art was projected on the arches located on the north side of the park. They featured people that would inhabit the site, a colorful way to draw visitors beyond the daytime visits.

**Conclusion**

Developing such projects allows students to create work that provide real life experiences. In accessing the future of public spaces—provides new forms of knowledge utilizing methods such as the BlackSpace Manifesto. Introducing the design of racialized spaces can be tricky; however, as our world becomes more multicultural, such projects will only enhance one’s ability to work with marginalized communities. Students can also gain even more if such projects, were a semester long, and were able to interact with the surrounding community, and engaged experts from similar projects such as African Burial Ground, Seneca Village, and Weeksville.

Within New York City, there exist more unrecognized Black spaces that are ripe for acknowledgment beyond monuments or plagues. We designers must begin to hold our public and built environments as sacred spaces and challenge the historical legacy of much of the lands we reside in.
Now Motions Team, AR experience in Manuel Plaza.

Upon scanning the house with the phone, the empty frames get filled in with art and other components from the history of Land of the blacks.

US Viewers, interactive Kiosk in Washington Square Park, and streetgraphics system for wayfinding.

Furthering such Black racialized spaces raises such questions: What if the English had not taken over the colony and withdrawn the rights of Black land ownership? Would this community have survived? The same could be said of Seneca Village, located on the site of Central Park. Further questions arise, such as whether one views the “Land of the Blacks,” as a case of eminent domain or simply using laws to steal land from its rightful owners. Like architects, designers and landscape designers must begin reimagining such spaces and what they would be like if these Africans had not been displaced or culturally erased. For me, such projects allow designers to unlearn to learn, give voice to the unheard, and make the invisible — visible. At the same time, it taps into the soul of my ancestors through storytelling as we “Say their Names. SAY MY NAME.”

Domainator culture has tried to keep us all afraid, to make us choose safety instead of risk, sameness instead of diversity. Moving through that fear, finding and what connect us, reveling in our difference; this the process that brings us closer, that gives us a world of shared values, of meaningful community— bell hooks
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**Abstract**

Today’s multimodal, participatory exhibitions and attractions are bound by a desire to convey information, excite the viewer, and create social and narrative experiences. The earliest exhibitions were driven by spectacle utilizing the visual impact of objects and artifacts. The 20th century witnessed the professionalization of the exhibition field with a goal to educate, interpret and explain as curators, administrators, and experts devalued spectacle in favor of content. Advances in technology and new media, the shared, gig, and attention-economy where breadth wins over depth, talented and persuasive design firms, generational change, and a desire for entertainment and instantaneous satisfaction/gratification has ushered in a renewed appreciation for visual experiences. Design is key to this transformation. Without design at the helm and employed effectively experiential moments would fail to become lasting memories that inform and inspire an ever increasingly sophisticated audience.

This paper presents a pattern of design practice—a series of recurring design tropes (you could also call them principles, or conventions), overlooked, and taken for granted in the exhibition design process. Exhibition design employs these tropes within an ever-evolving and trans-disciplinary field to inform a range of experiences. When assessed, these tropes can be used as a methodology for measuring the impact of “experiences” on a broad range of exhibition-making. This methodology can be used to assess, evaluate, and measure the impact of a multitude of experiences, and has the potential to enrich related disciplines such as architecture, graphic design, fashion design, product design and more. This is particularly germane to the rapidly expanding metaverse and fields of user interface (UI)/user experience (UX) design, that create virtual exhibition and experience spaces in which elements are digitally rendered rather than physically built and allow for remote engagement. Indeed, the virtual worlds we find in gaming, augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), and mixed reality (MR) applications employ—and thus can be enriched by—the same methods that help us to better understand the success of designed experiences in physical spaces.

**Nothing is New**

Having visited multiple exhibition environments in various parts of the world I recognized a pattern of design practice—a series of recurring design tropes (you could also call them principles, or conventions), overlooked, and taken for granted in the exhibition design process. These design conventions go back to the formative years of exhibition and experience making and employ many of the same tools and techniques. Collectively, they chart a methodology for understanding exhibition design, the trajectory of exhibition development and making, and introduce design theory, techniques, and tools used to deliver successful exhibition-based experiences. I have validated this methodology successfully as a pedagogical framework in the classroom and during visits to exhibition spaces to witness the tropes in various degrees of application.

This methodology can be used to assess, evaluate, and measure the impact of a multitude of experiences, and has the potential to enrich related disciplines such as architecture, graphic design, fashion design, product design and more. This is particularly germane to the rapidly expanding metaverse and fields of user interface (UI)/user experience (UX) design, that create virtual exhibition and experience spaces in which elements are digitally rendered rather than physically built and allow for remote engagement. Indeed, the virtual worlds we find in gaming, augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), and mixed reality (MR) applications employ—and thus can be enriched by—the same methods that help us to better understand the success of designed experiences in physical spaces.

**Contemporary practice**

For such a young discipline, formal exhibition design practice has been through a remarkable transformation responding to societal changes, industry, commerce, entertainment trends, design thinking, tools, technology, and shifting economic models. Museums and attractions now compete with participatory and placemaking experiences and likewise exhibition and experience makers come from a variety of disciplines and creative backgrounds. Evolving from a solitary form in the early 1900s, World’s Fairs, and eventually museums were developed to leverage commerce, entertainment, and culture resulting in the design of popular displays and interpretive experiences. Their merchandising principle called for attractive displays, careful selection and arrangement of objects, and the facilitation of visitor movement.

Professional exhibition design practice can be traced to the German Bauhaus School and its’ founding in the 1920s. Serving to unite art, craft, and industrial design, the Bauhaus was influenced by the preceding European Arts and Crafts Movements. The Bauhaus professors and their students designed experimental “set-like” environments that were purposefully interdisciplinary combining architecture, visual communication, and theater. László Moholy-Nagy introduced “Display, Exhibition, and Stage” to the New Bauhaus curriculum in Chicago (1937). The Bauhaus model offers a successful but increasingly outdated base for contemporary design education, but it is around this time formal exhibition design practice begins.

**Exhibition Making: A Brief History**

The accompanying timeline visualizes the origins of people-centered experiences. The chart presents a cyclical synopsis of notable exhibition and experience environments that were purposefully interdisciplinary in the post-war years, exhibition and experience design practice in the mid-late 20th century is defined by the formation of inhouse and multidisciplinary teams that include people from a variety of backgrounds to shape content as well as form. Teams of exhibition researchers, developers, interpreters, and designers blur disciplinary boundaries and cross-pollinate. This flattened exhibit team structure was collaborative and coalesced as a group to deliver effective narrative, audience, and client-centric experiences.

With expanding opportunities, greater diversity, and increased audience engagement and authorship, the conventional client-to-designer, concept-to-
design that requires low physical effort with a minimum of fatigue, and design that accommodates body size, posture, or mobility. While not established as a set of evaluation tools the principles constitute a form of assessment.

Beverly Serrell’s framework for assessing excellence in exhibitions: Judging Exhibitions (2006) consists of four visitor driven criteria: Comfortable; Engaging; Reinforcing; and Meaningful. The judges use the framework during an exhibit visit and write specific notes about their reactions to the designed environment. The framework needs more design-language and to be less education/curatorial focused—it addresses experiences but not aesthetics—these are harder to define because they are often subjective—the two are really interrelated. Aesthetics are an unspoken element in every designed environment—they carry the intent and meaning—leave an impression even if we can’t articulate it.5

Patterns of Practice

The methodology this paper presents aligns with these existing evaluation methods. However, it also has the potential to serve and improve a wealth of other creative industries and disciplines. Experience design has evolved into an umbrella term that accommodates an expanding menu of sub-disciplines, interaction, virtual reality, and artificial intelligence infiltrate and vie to overshadow the design practice of placemaking, environmental, architectural, product, theater, and visual merchandising. These sub-disciplines constitute and combine into exhibition design—the mother of transdisciplinary practice.

Designer’s Toolbox

As mentioned, this evaluation method is based on a set of 12 reoccurring design tropes collectively grouped into the Designer’s Toolbox. This methodology advocates for incorporating these patterns of practice at some level into the design of every exhibition and experience regardless of its content or venue.

1. People: The designer’s responsibility during the design development process to understand audiences, and cultivate welcoming environments to interpret content in an informative and accessible manner.

2. Narrative: The designer’s role to organize and spatialize experiential narratives, and develop engaging methods to structure, sequence, and bring to life exhibition stories.

3. Journey: The designer’s contribution to market the pre, during, and post experience, and craft comprehensive solutions that shape an entire visual message and identity.

4. Spectacle: The designer’s skill to sculpt the exhibition experience from a multitude of pop-up forms and build modular and memorable interventions made from a range of materials.

5. Atmosphere: The designer’s duty to move “beyond the white cube” and create environments that combine multi-sensory qualities that react to origins of the material being presented.

6. Staging: The designer’s knowledge of compositional theory and field of vision principles to add visual variety and captivating arrangements to engage people in experiences.
Scoring Experiences

The next generation of exhibition and experience designers are defined by their ability to adapt, their ethics and advocacy for social justice and the environment, and their questioning of content, purpose, audiences, outcomes, and the impact of their work. All these facets mean taking risks and embracing failure as much as success. There is much at stake, and we will not accomplish this journey without feeling comfortable with testing, and the associated trial and error.

Taking the time to observe and talk with exhibit audiences, evaluate what works and what does not, and then reflect on the teams’ accomplishments is a vital component of the design ideation process. The reoccurring tropes covered in this paper constitute a methodology for evaluating exhibitions and experiential design. Employ all 12 as a tool to measure the multi-modality of the design response and the engagement level of experience whether it is a museum, trade show, attraction, retail space, or festival.

The associated SCORECARD was developed in response to the tropes and to document the experiential quality of exhibition environments. Participants are asked to enter their name, the title of the venue they are scoring, and then score the experience using 12 questions/prompts.

The SCORECARD is part of an ongoing project to turn the methodology into a practical tool for measuring the effectiveness of exhibition and experience design. It has been tested multiple times within a learning environment with students at the University of California, Davis in a variety of national and international exhibition spaces. What follows is a summary of this exploration and the corresponding iterations of the SCORECARD to improve access, usability, and content structure.

SCORECARD version 1.0 (May 2022)

FORMAT: A printed handout to mark-up in an exhibition. Participants record their scores by marking with a pencil on a zero to ten scale. This scale is reinforced using the prompts “no” to “yes.” This version of the SCORECARD was tested with an undergraduate first-generation seminar class of 12 students who were new to the field of exhibition design and whose knowledge of exhibition/experience environments was limited or low. The course was called Make an Exhibition and introduced students to the field of exhibition design through a series of hands-on projects culminating in the installation of a small curated and designed exhibition. The group used the SCORECARD to evaluate an exhibition Young, Gifted, and Black at the Jan Shrem and Maria Manetti Shrem Museum of Art.

RESULTS: These skewed towards high scores for “Narrative” and “Learning,” and lower scores for “Atmosphere” and “Spectacle”—not surprising for art exhibition featuring mostly paintings and drawings. Feedback from the class about the design and content of this version of the SCORECARD was tested with an undergraduate senior capstone course of 20 students who were familiar with the field of exhibition design and whose knowledge of exhibition/experience environments was medium to high. The course Narrative Environments introduces students to advanced exhibition design through two client-based in-depth projects and field trips to local museums and attractions. The group used the SCORECARD to score the exhibit spaces at the SMUD Museum of Science and Curiosity.

SCORECARD version 3.0 (April 2023)

FORMAT: A revised digital Google survey form available through a personal handheld device (phone). Participants record their scores by selecting the circle on a zero to five scale (1 is low; 5 is high) and scanned through the 12 questions categorized into “Narrative,” “Atmosphere,” “Spectacle,” and “Learning” with questions under each category. The prompts “no” to “yes” were retained. This version of the SCORECARD was tested with an undergraduate senior capstone course of 20 students who were familiar with the field of exhibition design and whose knowledge of exhibition/experience environments was medium to high. The course Narrative Environments introduces students to advanced exhibition design through two client-based in-depth projects and field trips to local museums and attractions. The group used the SCORECARD to score the workshop spaces at the SMUD Museum of Science and Curiosity.
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### Exhibition/Experience Design Scorecard

**Rate each question from 0–10**

#### Narrative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did the exhibition allow for lots of different people to get something out of it?</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the marketing for the exhibition influence your experience before and after your visit?</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Spectacle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did the atmosphere of the space react or give context to the content presented?</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were objects on display staged in a way that varied or excite you?</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did safety measures to protect the objects detract or enhance your experience?</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Spectacle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did the exhibition create a wow moment that stuck with you?</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was there part of the exhibition that provided an immersive experience?</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did the exhibition graphics help you understand more about what was displayed?</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the exhibition provide an interactive experience that helped you learn?</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Add up all your answers for final result:**

**TOTAL SCORE:** ___ /120

---

### Results and Recommendations

Data from the trope-based methodology and corresponding SCORECARD reinforce the effectiveness of a much-needed historical context for exhibition and experience design—a primer for practice. It offers a revisionist approach to understanding and reflecting on exhibition making by placing contemporary practice on a continuum with historical precedence to argue that nothing is new, just improved with more efficient and enhanced tools. Armed with this deeper, richer depth of understanding enables exhibition development teams to formulate stronger concepts based on best precedence and pitch original ideas more effectively to clients and stakeholders. It is particularly relevant currently as exhibition design is central to the success of the experience and gig economy.

The groups who participated in using the current version of the SCORECARD were able to identify and successfully score all 12 of the questions demonstrating that the tropes were omnipresent to varying degrees at a variety of venues. Through the scoring process, the participants accurately gauged the components that creatively make up exhibition design and attempted to measure what constitutes an experience. I say “attempt” because measuring experiences requires a more robust means of recording people’s emotive reactions, memory, and psychological impact—the methodology simply helps to frame the experience conversation through the lens of design.

While I believe that all exhibitions and experiences should exemplify the 12 tropes in some shape or form to be deemed effective and successful, I understand that not all will score highly in every category. It would be biased to see a lack of “wow” moments or visitor participation as more credible than an example driven by narrative and constraints—comparing an art museum to a children’s museum—but both can learn from one another and strive to include the spectrum of tropes on the SCORECARD.

The next iteration of the SCORECARD will be launched in July 2023 for the study abroad program Design in Europe. A less is more approach will include specific exhibits and less venues to evaluate and an improved survey interface. My goal is to expand the SCORECARD’s reach to participants in professional design/museum practice and a general audience. Perhaps everyone can keep the SCORECARD nearby next time they participate in the expanding array of experiential encounters and find themselves having a “wow” moment.

### Further information

This methodology and associated SCORECARD are derived from *The Exhibition and Experience Design Handbook* (2023). The publication’s chapters follow the exhibition design process from story development, spatial planning and staging to communication and learning. Each of the 12 recurring design tropes form single chapters. Primary case studies—three to a chapter—are organized chronologically and exemplary of an array of commercial, entertainment, cultural, and civic spaces. Other examples reinforce the trope’s conventions over time, origins, context, and theoretical underpinnings.

### Notes

The established and accepted history and theory of the exhibitions field is largely seen through a Euro-centric perspective. Important work is just beginning to redress this imbalance. Any case studies or examples I have cited are global and represent a diversity of cultures and voices. Some are lesser known, others canonized, the majority are experiences I have witnessed and feel qualified to talk about.
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